1. Introduction {#sec1-molecules-23-01100}
===============

Natural and man-made halogenated organic compounds have widespread applications in various industrial ventures as well as solvents in daily household items making them a significant class of environmental pollutants \[[@B1-molecules-23-01100],[@B2-molecules-23-01100],[@B3-molecules-23-01100],[@B4-molecules-23-01100],[@B5-molecules-23-01100]\]. These halogenated compounds are of significant prominence in the marine ecosystem \[[@B6-molecules-23-01100]\], and the extraordinary stability of the chemical bonds in these compounds makes their widespread occurrence mostly in the biosphere a persistent environmental concern. The halogenated compounds are the most utilized and studied groups, primarily due to the ease with which they are simply configured to facilitate biochemical processes \[[@B3-molecules-23-01100]\]. The recalcitrant nature of these organic compounds and their toxicity even to microbes with the potential to degrade them makes their biodegradability practically difficult. Overexposure to most of these pollutants causes toxic and lethal accumulation leading to severe environmental and health consequences \[[@B7-molecules-23-01100]\]. The decomposition and biodegradability of these compounds in nature are limited, and hence massive campaigns on remediation and recovery of polluted environments over the years are still ongoing.

Though organohalide-degrading microorganisms are difficult to find, microbial processes of rehabilitating halogenated polluted environments are the most implemented over the years \[[@B8-molecules-23-01100]\]. The growing interest in the use of microbial processes in the removal and recovery of halogenated toxic polluted environments is practically due to their inducible enzyme system producing dehalogenases. Their remarkable survival abilities contribute to the importance of these microorganisms in pollutant degradation in complex and volatile halogenated environments. However, microorganisms have limited catabolic pathways for the complete mineralization of these compounds.

Microorganisms play important roles in remediating organohalide contaminated environments through naturally available or laterally evolved dehalogenases. These various dehalogenases catalyze the cofactor-independent dehalogenation under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions by the removal of the halogen substituent from toxic environmental pollutant \[[@B9-molecules-23-01100],[@B10-molecules-23-01100],[@B11-molecules-23-01100]\]. Dehalogenases also have the potential to carry out other significant catalytic functions over a wide spectrum of substrates \[[@B12-molecules-23-01100],[@B13-molecules-23-01100]\]. The dehalogenases have diverse organohalide substrate specificity including chlorinated, brominated and some iodinated substrate as well as the different length of substrates preference depending on the enzymes' mechanism involved in degradation \[[@B14-molecules-23-01100]\]. Their characteristic property and other physiological features determine the process conditions suitable for implementing transformation or mineralization processes by dehalogenation microorganisms \[[@B15-molecules-23-01100]\]. Koudelakova et al. \[[@B14-molecules-23-01100]\], summarized that general halogenated dehalogenases can effectively catalyze with catalytic activity in the range of 10^4^ to 10^5^ M^−1^s^−1^, while for certain anthropogenic multiple halogenated compounds like probable carcinogenic 1,2,3-trichloropropane \[[@B16-molecules-23-01100]\], the catalytic activity is very low (40 M^−1^s^−1^). However, when a dehalogenation catalyzed reaction is initiated by an existing dehalogenase, persistence of toxic and/or highly reactive metabolic intermediates is imminent due to lack of enzymes for the rapid conversion of large amount these intermediate products \[[@B17-molecules-23-01100]\].

Insight into the evolution, diversity and general mechanism of dehalogenase catalytic function obtained from biochemical and physical studies reveal an S~N~2 substitution mechanism involving a catalytic triad of Asp-His-Asp/Glu. Herein, carboxylate oxygen of the aspartate launches a nucleophilic attack on the carbon atom of the substrate bonded with halogen, producing a halide ion and alkyl-enzyme intermediate with an ester bond. The nearby His-Asp/Glu (acid-base pair) subsequently hydrolyzes a water molecule to produce a nucleophilic hydroxide that creates an attack on the carbon of the ester bond. This generates a tetrahedral intermediate which immediately decomposes to form RCH~2~O^−^, gaining a proton from the nucleophilic aspartate to form RCH~2~OH \[[@B14-molecules-23-01100],[@B18-molecules-23-01100],[@B19-molecules-23-01100],[@B20-molecules-23-01100],[@B21-molecules-23-01100]\].

Structural studies of some dehalogenases have revealed and enabled a detailed understanding of a different intramolecular substitution mechanism and a hydratase-like mechanism, which also demonstrates a covalent aspartyl intermediate-mediated substitution mechanism \[[@B10-molecules-23-01100],[@B22-molecules-23-01100],[@B23-molecules-23-01100]\]. All dehalogenases possess the unique feature of halide-binding residue(s) \[[@B24-molecules-23-01100]\]. The halide-binding residue(s) is/are also known as halide-stabilizing residue(s), these residues are critical for the catalytic activity of dehalogenase as they help to stabilize the halide during formation of enzyme-substrate complex and important for leaving group stabilization \[[@B25-molecules-23-01100],[@B26-molecules-23-01100]\]. Success in X-ray crystallographic analysis of some dehalogenases has provided impressive mechanistic and structural understanding of the mechanism of action, especially the intramolecular substitution mechanisms involved in the halogen atom removal \[[@B10-molecules-23-01100],[@B19-molecules-23-01100]\]. As revealed in quantum mechanics and molecular simulations studies, the rate-determining step in the LinB-catalyzed degradation of 1,2-dichloropropane can be altered by water molecules in the reaction to influence the enantioselectivity of a *Sphingobium paucimobilis* UT26, LinB dehalogenase \[[@B27-molecules-23-01100]\]. This review highlights some general features of most widely studied dehalogenases, their structural properties and how they have been improved for various applications.

1.1. Dehalogenases and Different Dehalogenation Processes {#sec1dot1-molecules-23-01100}
---------------------------------------------------------

Dehalogenases enzymatic dehalogenation can be divided into several types such as reductive dehalogenation, oxygenolytic dehalogenation, dehydrohalogenation and hydrolytic dehalogenation. Dehalogenases share similar catalytic mechanisms involving a halogen replacement through nucleophilic substitution \[[@B28-molecules-23-01100],[@B29-molecules-23-01100]\]. On these accounts, we shall briefly focus on occurrences, reaction mechanisms, and general features of reductive dehalogenation and hydrolytic dehalogenation commonly investigated in dehalogenation studies. Some of these dehalogenases are described in [Table 1](#molecules-23-01100-t001){ref-type="table"} below.

### 1.1.1. Reductive Dehalogenation {#sec1dot1dot1-molecules-23-01100}

Among the several dehalogenation, mechanisms are reductive dehalogenation, which occurs especially (but not exclusively) in anaerobic environments. Reductive dehalogenases (rdhA) are responsible for biological dehalogenation in organohalide respiring bacteria \[[@B30-molecules-23-01100],[@B31-molecules-23-01100]\]. Details on remediation strategies resulting from microbial reductive dehalogenation have been recently reviewed \[[@B32-molecules-23-01100]\]. The taxonomic and functional diversity of these key microorganisms and their reductive dehalogenase (rdhA) genes in some contaminated environments have also been reported \[[@B33-molecules-23-01100],[@B34-molecules-23-01100]\]. The PCE-reductive dehalogenase (PCE-RDase from a dehalorespiring bacteria *Dehalospirillum multivorans* reduces PCE or TCE to *cis*-DCE as the terminal product \[[@B35-molecules-23-01100],[@B36-molecules-23-01100]\]. A new pathway for the degradation of unsaturated aliphatic organohalogen compounds has been described for 2-halo-acrylate reductase \[[@B11-molecules-23-01100]\]. Reductive dehalogenases form a distinct subfamily of cobalamin (B12)-dependent enzymes that are usually membrane associated and oxygen sensitive such as rdhAs from *Desulfitobacterium chlororespirans* and *Desulfitobacterium dehalogenans* \[[@B37-molecules-23-01100],[@B38-molecules-23-01100]\]. Some membrane-associated chloroaromatic reductive dehalogenases have also been identified like 3-chlorobenzoate-reductive dehalogenase and 3-chloro-4-hydroxybenzoate dehalogenase \[[@B39-molecules-23-01100],[@B40-molecules-23-01100],[@B41-molecules-23-01100],[@B42-molecules-23-01100]\]. Reductive dehalogenation, particularly in anaerobic environments of alkyl solvents to various extents, depends on the solvent, the physicochemical environment, and the microorganisms present \[[@B43-molecules-23-01100]\]. Studies with rdhA from *Nitratireductor pacificus* pht-3B show that a direct interaction between the cobalamin cobalt and the substrate halogen underscores the catalytic mechanisms of the rdhAs \[[@B44-molecules-23-01100]\]. Few enzymes acting on unsaturated aliphatic organohalogen compounds are described in dehalogenation of tetrachloroethene and trichloroethene by corrinoid/iron-sulfur-cluster-containing reductive dehalogenases \[[@B45-molecules-23-01100]\], and the hydration of *cis*- and *trans*-3-chloroacrylate, respectively, by cofactor-independent *trans*- and *cis*-3-chloroacrylic acid dehalogenase (CaaD and *cis*-CaaD, respectively) belonging to the β-α-β fold of the tautomerase superfamily \[[@B10-molecules-23-01100],[@B46-molecules-23-01100]\].

### 1.1.2. Hydrolytic Dehalogenation {#sec1dot1dot2-molecules-23-01100}

Hydrolytic dehalogenation is commonly performed by haloalkane dehalogenase, 2-haloacid dehalogenase, 4-chlorobenzoyl-CoA dehalogenase and fluoroacetate dehalogenase \[[@B10-molecules-23-01100],[@B11-molecules-23-01100]\]. Bromoacetate dehalogenase has also been described \[[@B47-molecules-23-01100]\]. The well-studied group of hydrolytic dehalogenases are the haloalkane dehalogenases and 2-haloacid dehalogenases and their reaction mechanisms are shown in [Figure 1](#molecules-23-01100-f001){ref-type="fig"} \[[@B15-molecules-23-01100],[@B48-molecules-23-01100]\]. These dehalogenases required water to break down the ester intermediate formed after nucleophile aspartate attacks the alpha carbon of halogenated compounds. Various metabolic pathways for saturated organohalogen compounds and aromatic organohalogen compounds have been described for several bacterial hydrolytic dehalogenases and related enzymes, particularly the haloalkane dehalogenase(HLDs), haloacid dehalogenases (HAD), fluoroacetate dehalogenases (FAD), 4-chlorobenzoate-coenzyme A dehalogenases (COA), and haloacrylate reductase \[[@B11-molecules-23-01100],[@B49-molecules-23-01100]\], which are briefly described.

### 1.1.3. The Haloacid Dehalogenase {#sec1dot1dot3-molecules-23-01100}

Haloacid dehalogenase (HAD)-like enzymes comprise a large superfamily of phosphohydrolases present in all organisms. The 2-haloacid dehalogenases are further classified into three types based on their substrate specificities. The [l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid dehalogenases ([l]{.smallcaps}-DEX) catalyze the dehalogenation of [l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloalkanoic acids to produce the corresponding [d]{.smallcaps}-2-hydroxyalkanoic acid. The [d]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid dehalogenases ([d]{.smallcaps}-DEX) act on [d]{.smallcaps}-2-haloalkanoic acids to yield [l]{.smallcaps}-2-hydroxyalkanoic acids, and the [d]{.smallcaps},[l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid dehalogenases ([d]{.smallcaps},[l]{.smallcaps}-DEX) react with both [d]{.smallcaps}- and [l]{.smallcaps}-2-hydroxy-haloalkanoic acids, producing [l]{.smallcaps}- and [d]{.smallcaps}-2-hydroxyalkanoic acids, respectively \[[@B50-molecules-23-01100]\]. There are two groups of unique haloacid dehalogenases which have been better characterized as Group I and II α-Haloacid dehalogenase based on their different substrate intermediate catalytic mechanisms. While hydrolytic water performs a direct nucleophilic attack on the substrate α-carbon, displacing the bound halogen in Group I, the reaction proceeds through an esterified intermediate hydrolysis in Group II \[[@B23-molecules-23-01100],[@B51-molecules-23-01100],[@B52-molecules-23-01100],[@B53-molecules-23-01100],[@B54-molecules-23-01100],[@B55-molecules-23-01100],[@B56-molecules-23-01100],[@B57-molecules-23-01100],[@B58-molecules-23-01100]\]. Biochemically characterized yeast phosphatases from the haloacid dehalogenase superfamily active against various phosphorylated metabolites and peptides and implicated in detoxification of phosphorylated compounds and pseudouridine have been reviewed \[[@B59-molecules-23-01100]\]. Haloacid dehalogenases activity is said to exist in other enzymes, including oxygenases, dehydrogenases, and hydrolases which have also been shown to act on the degradation of polychlorinated biphenyls \[[@B60-molecules-23-01100]\].

### 1.1.4. The Haloalkane Dehalogenase {#sec1dot1dot4-molecules-23-01100}

Haloalkane dehalogenases convert haloalkanes to their corresponding alcohols and halides and protons \[[@B14-molecules-23-01100],[@B61-molecules-23-01100],[@B62-molecules-23-01100]\]. They can break the carbon-halogen bond in halohydrocarbons through a hydrolytic dechlorination mechanism \[[@B63-molecules-23-01100]\]. The HLDs belong to a family of α/β-hydrolase fold which contains seven parallel and one anti-parallel β-pleated sheets which are flanked by α-helices ([Figure 2](#molecules-23-01100-f002){ref-type="fig"}), which is also known as the core domain where the dehalogenation activity takes place. The structural features bores slight similarity to the [l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid dehalogenase \[[@B53-molecules-23-01100]\]. The main domain is followed by continuous 5 α-helices of the lid domain, which form a cap structure and in between is the active site. The core domain also plays significant role in structural stability \[[@B64-molecules-23-01100]\]. The active site is mainly flanked by hydrophobic residue cavity buried between the main domain and the cap domain of the enzyme \[[@B18-molecules-23-01100],[@B21-molecules-23-01100],[@B65-molecules-23-01100]\]. The dehalogenation process catalyzed by haloalkane dehalogenase can be executed without oxygen or any other cofactor except water, which makes it of interest for several biotechnological purposes \[[@B66-molecules-23-01100],[@B67-molecules-23-01100]\]. However, deprotonation of His^272^ increases binding of anions in the access tunnel, and the anionic ordering does not change with the switch of the protonation state on the process of halide release \[[@B68-molecules-23-01100]\]. HLDs catalysis basically follows the S~N~2 substitution mechanism involving a catalytic Asp-His-Asp/Glu triad and two halide-stabilizing residues (Trp-Trp or Trp-Asn). A major deviation in the catalytic groups of HLDs and other non-hydrolytic enzymes such as the 4-chlorobenzoyl-coenzyme A dehalogenase is seen with the essential tryptophan residues in which two Trp^175,125^ residues form a binding pocket for the incipient halide ion \[[@B19-molecules-23-01100]\]. Initially, carboxylate oxygen of the aspartate launches a nucleophilic attack on the carbon atom of the substrate that is bonded with halogen \[[@B14-molecules-23-01100],[@B18-molecules-23-01100],[@B19-molecules-23-01100],[@B20-molecules-23-01100],[@B21-molecules-23-01100],[@B61-molecules-23-01100],[@B69-molecules-23-01100],[@B70-molecules-23-01100]\]. It can be clearly seen from that the aspartate acts as nucleophile and histidine as base for different type of haloalkane dehalogenases but the acid can be glutamate or aspartate and the two halide-stabilizing residues can be any combination formed by tryptophan and asparagine mostly. The positioning of Leu^177^ at the entrance tunnel to the active site makes the haloalkane dehalogenase-like proteins pocket residues most variable among the dehalogenases \[[@B71-molecules-23-01100]\].

### 1.1.5. The Fluoroacetate Dehalogenase {#sec1dot1dot5-molecules-23-01100}

Fluoroacetate dehalogenases (FAcDs) catalyze the dehalogenation of fluoroacetate and some also cleave chlorinated and brominated analogues at slower rates. Considered the strongest covalent bond, the carbon-fluorine bond is readily hydrolyzed by fluoroacetate dehalogenases. This process requires a halide pocket which supplies hydrogen bonds to stabilize the fluoride ion, and also orchestrated to fine-tune the smaller fluorine halogen atom to establish selectivity towards fluorinated substrates \[[@B72-molecules-23-01100]\]. Hydrolysis of various short-chain 2-haloacids with fluoroacetate (FAc) has been substantiated in the first fluoroacetate dehalogenase from a pseudomonad \[[@B73-molecules-23-01100],[@B74-molecules-23-01100],[@B75-molecules-23-01100]\]. Ejection of a fluoride ion is carried out by an aspartate nucleophile in an S~N~2 of FAcDs defluorination activity. The FAcDs are structurally homologous to the non-defluorinating, haloalkane dehalogenases as well as the [l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid dehalogenases \[[@B10-molecules-23-01100],[@B11-molecules-23-01100],[@B19-molecules-23-01100],[@B54-molecules-23-01100],[@B76-molecules-23-01100]\]. The Asp^105^ from fluoroacetate dehalogenase from *Moraxella* Sp. B accounts for S~N~2 mechanism involving an ester intermediate and together with nearby His^272^ with nearby tryptophan, they are proposed to have stabilizing function. And by way of supporting further fluoride stabilization, additional tyrosine residue takes part in the cleavage of the C-F bond predictively \[[@B77-molecules-23-01100]\]. The important role of residues His^109^, Asp^134^, Lys^181^, and His^280^ have also been predicted to be useful in de novo enzyme designing in enhancing the C-F or C-Cl bond cleavage \[[@B78-molecules-23-01100]\]. Several soil bacteria play a role in defluorination of fluoroacetate, and the fluoroacetate dehalogenase enzymes identified in some of these bacteria appear to degrade fluoroacetate via a similar mechanism ([Figure 3](#molecules-23-01100-f003){ref-type="fig"}), and more strikingly, bacteria harboring two haloacetate dehalogenase enzymes---fluoroacetate dehalogenase H-1 (dehH1) and fluoroacetate dehalogenase H-2 (dehH2)---have only been described in *Delftia acidovorans* strain B \[[@B79-molecules-23-01100],[@B80-molecules-23-01100]\]. The amino acid sequence of fluoroacetate dehalogenase from *Moraxella* Sp. B is similar to that of haloalkane dehalogenase from *Xanthobacter autotrophicus* GJ10 \[[@B81-molecules-23-01100]\]. Moreover, Asp^124^ and His^289^ of the haloalkane dehalogenase from *Xanthobacter autotrophicus* GJ10 serving as the nucleophile and the base, respectively, which correspond to Asp^105^ and His^272^, respectively in the fluoroacetate dehalogenase from *Moraxella* Sp. B \[[@B82-molecules-23-01100]\].

### 1.1.6. The 4-Chlorobenzoyl CoA Dehalogenase {#sec1dot1dot6-molecules-23-01100}

The 4-chlorobenzoyl-CoA dehalogenase whose catalytic function is dependent on coenzyme A and ATP, catalyzes the hydrolytic dehalogenation of 4-chlorobenzoate-CoA to 4-hydroxybenzoyl-CoA followed by abstraction of the chloride ion to form an arylated enzyme intermediate (EAr) and then ester hydrolysis. As opposed to non-enzymatic systems where the general-base catalysis by acetate ions facilitates attack by water, the initial attack in 4-chlorobenzoyl CoA dehalogenase catalyzed reactions is facilitated by the carboxylate of nucleophilic Asp^145^ on C (4) of the substrate benzoyl ring which gives rise to the Meisenheimer intermediate (EMc) ([Figure 4](#molecules-23-01100-f004){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@B83-molecules-23-01100],[@B84-molecules-23-01100]\].

A two-fold advantage is derived from these phenomena, enhancement of the strength of the nucleophile and decreasing the entropy of activation \[[@B9-molecules-23-01100]\]. The 4-chlorobenzoyl CoA dehalogenase also utilizes an active-site carboxylate to displace chloride from 4-chlorobenzoyl CoA which most likely proceed by the S~N~Ar mechanism for the dehalogenation reaction \[[@B85-molecules-23-01100]\]. Although it's molecular architecture bears no resemblance to that of other HLDs and [l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid dehalogenases, dehalogenation in the 4-chlorobenzoyl CoA dehalogenase proceeds in a two-step mechanism, with an aspartate residue as the active nucleophile in the first step of the reaction \[[@B19-molecules-23-01100],[@B53-molecules-23-01100]\]. The dynamics of the active site indicates that water molecules entry into the active site tunnels forms a hydrogen bond with Asp^14^. Aromatic residues with favorable orientation provides a stability cradle for binding interactions with halide ion in 4-chlorobenzoyl-CoA dehalogenase \[[@B19-molecules-23-01100],[@B86-molecules-23-01100]\]. The catalytic effectiveness of 4-chlorobenzoyl CoA dehalogenase catalyzed dehalogenation reaction is unique, considering the notoriety of aromatic substitution reactions on unactivated aromatic rings.

1.2. Microbial Dehalogenation and Their Significant Properties {#sec1dot2-molecules-23-01100}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Anaerobic, aerobic, and hydrolytic anaerobic microbial dehalogenation can take place as a respiratory process, referred to as organohalide respiration (OHR) where the halogenated substrate is used as terminal electron acceptor, but also as a general step in catabolic processes. Microorganisms noted for their remarkable ability to degrade, partially or fully, singly and/or in consortia, these halogenated compounds have been described to produce hydrolytic dehalogenases with a wide spectrum of degradative efficiency ([Table 1](#molecules-23-01100-t001){ref-type="table"}). The utilization of these organic pollutants by microorganisms follows several phases of extracellular emulsification, periplasmic dehalogenation, and intracellular degradation of the residual carbon skeleton \[[@B3-molecules-23-01100]\]. Interestingly, other forms of organisms such as the *Drosophila* Sp. have been demonstrated to produce alcohol dehalogenases \[[@B87-molecules-23-01100]\]. It is significantly shown that certain genome rearrangements characteristic is connected with the expression of variety of dehalogenase gene, which contributes to their acquisition of biodegradation pathways for halogenated compounds as described in a haloalkane-utilizing bacterium *Rhodococcus rhodochrous* \[[@B88-molecules-23-01100]\].

The effectiveness of the vast majority of the organohalide-utilizing microbes causes severe metabolic stress arising from the toxicity of organohalide compounds. As described for a haloalkane dehalogenase (DhlA) producing Gram-negative *Pseudomonas pavonaceae*, the high toxicity resulting from the aerobic catabolism of 1,3-dichloroprop-1-ene (1,3-DCP; a carcinogenic organohalide) causes a physiological restriction of the bacterium in the appropriate balance of NADPH/NADPþ, which is a central feature to the continued performance of virtually any aerobic microorganism biodegradation of organic halides. An appropriate supply of NADPH ensures rapid growth and provides the reducing power for the microbes to halogenate organohalides as their carbon source \[[@B17-molecules-23-01100]\]. This in the past was demonstrated in an induced NADH stimulated oxygen dependent cell-free dehalogenation by *Pseudomonas* Sp. strain 273, producing dichloroalkane-dehalogenase \[[@B8-molecules-23-01100]\]. Physiological restraints by other halogenated compounds have caused effective halogenating activity failure to cell of *Athrobacter* Sp. with three inducible haloalkane dehalogenases \[[@B89-molecules-23-01100]\]. However, the transient accumulation of phenol as an early intermediate in the degradation of a hydrophobic recalcitrant halogenated bromobenzene (BrB) by the extracellular dehydrogenase from a tropical marine yeast *Yarrowia lipolytica* 3589, is said to proceed without any physiological restriction on the yeast growth. The yeast cells could grow aerobically on the degradative intermediate compounds through hydrophobic and acid-base interactions with a corresponding increase in cell mass \[[@B6-molecules-23-01100]\].

The versatility of *Arthrobacter* Sp. in the degradation of the vast majority of environmental pollutants has been described to be ultimately due to their ubiquity in extreme environments and ability to produce halogenating metabolites \[[@B90-molecules-23-01100],[@B91-molecules-23-01100]\]. They can tolerate long-term starvation and other metabolically challenging factors due to their ability to produce alcohol-dehalogenase in the degradation of excess heavy metals and toxic chemicals such as nitroglycerin, benzene derivatives, polycyclic aromatic compounds, haloalcohols, haloalkanes, *N*-heterocyclic compounds, insecticides, and herbicides \[[@B92-molecules-23-01100],[@B93-molecules-23-01100],[@B94-molecules-23-01100]\].

In whole-cell biocatalysis, genetically transcribed dehalogenases such as diguanylatecyclase (yedQ) or c-di-GMP phosphodiesterase (yhjH) of *Pseudomonas putida* to form biofilms can be programmed for higher biochemical dehalogenase activity towards chlorobutane degradation in aerobic conditions \[[@B128-molecules-23-01100]\]. In the earlier days, methane-utilizing bacteria have been used to halogenate chlorobutane as a sole carbon and energy source to release halogens under anaerobic conditions. However, with *Pseudomonas butanovora*, halogenation could be achieved aerobically with all reactions mediated by the oxygenase and halidohydrohlase dehalogenases \[[@B129-molecules-23-01100]\]. Clinical human parasites of the *Mycobacteria* Sp. such as *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* H37Rv has demonstrable dehalogenation potency towards chlorinated and brominated haloaliphatics, as mediated by their hydrolytic dehalogenase \[[@B130-molecules-23-01100]\].

The plasmid coding genes for dehalogenases (DhaA~f~ and DhaA) have been described for some bacteria, which reveals a shared relationship in regions fused to a fragment of a haloalcohol dehalogenase among strains able to degrade chlorinated and brominated haloalcohols in *Mycobacteria*, *Rhodococcus rhodochrous* and *Corynebacterium* spp. \[[@B131-molecules-23-01100],[@B132-molecules-23-01100]\]. Recently, a functional dehalogenase (DadB) from *Alcanivorax dieselolei* B-5 DadB was revealed to possess a large access tunnel which allows entry of large halogenated compounds to the active site cavity, hence its wide spectrum of substrate specificity \[[@B112-molecules-23-01100]\]. The *Sphingobium paucimobilis* UT26, LinB dehalogenase has a wide substrate specificity as revealed by its correlated binding affinity with hydrophobicity, as well as its molecular surface and dipole \[[@B133-molecules-23-01100]\]. Particularly, the ability of LinB to catalyze the process of dehalogenation in the absence of any cofactor except water in addition to its nonlinearity with substrate size and variability of its binding affinities makes it of significant interest in dehalogenation processes \[[@B134-molecules-23-01100],[@B135-molecules-23-01100],[@B136-molecules-23-01100]\]. Haloacrylate hydratase (Caa67~YL~) from *Pseudomonas* Sp., a new class of dehalogenase belonging to the flavour enzyme family can mediate the halogenation of organohalogen anaerobically in the presence of FAD and a reducing agent \[NAD(P)H or sodium dithionite\] and water \[[@B137-molecules-23-01100]\].

Studies on a homologous protein designated (Cg10062) from *Corynebacterium glutamicum* has provided insight into the evolutionary emergence of the *cis*-CaaD and its catalytic proficiency as a dehalogenating enzyme in the tautomerase superfamily \[[@B46-molecules-23-01100],[@B138-molecules-23-01100]\]. The bacteria of the *Burkholderia* Sp. and *Pseudomonas* Sp. reported utilizing 2-chloroacrylate as their sole carbon source have been described to inducibly synthesize 2-haloacid dehalogenases enzymes catalyzing the conversion of 2-chloroacrylate into 2-chloropropionate in the presence of NADPH \[[@B103-molecules-23-01100],[@B139-molecules-23-01100],[@B140-molecules-23-01100]\]. Cryptic haloalkanoic acid dehalogenase genes from *Agrobacterium tumefaciens* (DhlS5II and DhlS5I) and *Burkholderia cepacia* (Chd1) makes use of a variety of distinctly different catalytic mechanisms in catalyzing halide hydrolysis with inversion of product configuration \[[@B101-molecules-23-01100],[@B141-molecules-23-01100]\].

Another group of dehalogenases derived from *Pseudomonas* Sp. and *Methylobacterium* Sp. is the haloacid dehalogenase. Prominently acting on the chiral carbon atoms of the [d]{.smallcaps}- and [l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloakanoic acid enantiomers make the [d]{.smallcaps},[l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid dehalogenase significant in the chemical conversion of both enantiomers of the substrates as compared to the racemases enzymes \[[@B50-molecules-23-01100],[@B142-molecules-23-01100],[@B143-molecules-23-01100]\]. Generally, the uniqueness of the [d]{.smallcaps},[l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid dehalogenase to other hydrolytic dehalogenases is that the overall reaction rates are controlled by different catalytic steps without the formation of an ester intermediate \[[@B11-molecules-23-01100],[@B15-molecules-23-01100],[@B50-molecules-23-01100]\]. An important example of stereoconfiguration in dehalogenases is described in the *Rhizobium* Sp. RC1 [d]{.smallcaps}-haloalkanoic-specific dehalogenase (DehD) and HadD from *Pseudomonas putida* AJ1 whereby they catalyze the hydrolytic dehalogenation of [d]{.smallcaps}-haloalkanoic acids with inversion around the chiral carbon \[[@B144-molecules-23-01100]\]. The α-haloacid dehalogenases have also been described for *Pseudomonas putida* strain PP3 with two different dehalogenating mechanisms described for its dehalogenases (DehI and DehII) \[[@B145-molecules-23-01100]\]. These dehalogenases catalyze substitution reactions at their chiral centres leading to the removal of halides from [d]{.smallcaps}-haloalkanoic acids and in some cases also the [l]{.smallcaps}-enantiomers \[[@B99-molecules-23-01100]\].

Discovered in some bacteria of *Pseudomonas* strains, *Delftia acidovorans* strain B (formerly *Moraxella* Sp. strain B), *Streptomyces cattleya*, and *Burkholderia* Sp. FA1 \[[@B74-molecules-23-01100],[@B79-molecules-23-01100],[@B81-molecules-23-01100]\], haloacetate dehalogenases genetic modification and recombinant expression of this enzyme have significantly alleviated the toxicological problem of fluoroacetate poisoning in animals. The transformation of *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* has been demonstrated with the application of gene coding for fluoroacetate dehalogenase as a selection pressure marker \[[@B146-molecules-23-01100],[@B147-molecules-23-01100],[@B148-molecules-23-01100]\]. Novel hydrolytic 4-chlorobenzoyl--coenzyme A (CoA) dehalogenase from (chlorothalonil)-degrading strain of *Pseudomonas* Sp. is reported as the only dehalogenase that catalyzes halogenation of aromatics via a coenzyme precursor. However, the Chlorothalonil hydrolytic dehalogenase (Chd) from the same *Pseudomonas* Sp. is reported to catalyze halogenation of aromatics independent of coenzyme A and ATP \[[@B9-molecules-23-01100],[@B149-molecules-23-01100]\].

The anaerobic bacterium *Dehalococcoides ethenogenes* is the only known organism that can completely dechlorinate tetrachloroethene or trichloroethene (TCE) to ethene via dehalorespiration. The persistence of these halogenated compounds for ancient centuries in the environment is proposed to have driven the evolution of dehalorespiration and the associated dehalogenases in them \[[@B122-molecules-23-01100]\]. The organohalide-respiring *Dehalococcoides* (Dhc) Sp. have significant remediating power by anaerobically catalyzing organohalide respiration through the enzymatic reductive dehalogenases \[[@B122-molecules-23-01100],[@B123-molecules-23-01100],[@B150-molecules-23-01100]\]. Other organohalides respiring strains of *Dehalobacter*, *Sulfurospirillum*, *Desulfitobacterium* and *Dehalogenimonas* Sp. have been described \[[@B151-molecules-23-01100],[@B152-molecules-23-01100],[@B153-molecules-23-01100]\]. Transcription analysis of the rdhA genes (reductase gene transcripts), unravelled several reductive dehalogenases genes with diverse organohalide substrate specificity. About six of the rdhA genes coding for several dehalogenases have been demonstrated to be up-regulated and expressed for functional remediation potential \[[@B154-molecules-23-01100]\]. Reductive dehalogenases have been genetically and biochemically described to adopt an extra-cytoplasmic corrinoid-containing iron-sulphur proteins \[[@B155-molecules-23-01100]\]. Genetic and biochemical studies have provided insights into dehydrohalogenation of polyhalogenated compounds mediated by dioxygenase during which the cleavage of catechol (carbon-chlorine bonds) precedes dehalogenation as described in dioxygenase TecA of *Burkholderia* PS12 \[[@B156-molecules-23-01100]\]. In other metabolic dehalogenations, reductive displacement of a chlorine from a ring structure by a glutathione-dependent reaction is also described for a tetrachlorohydroquinone reductive dehalogenase (TCD) in *Sphingomonas chlorophenolica*, and it is proposed that the eukaryotic maleylacetoacetate isomerase is homologous to the reductive dehalogenase in *S. chlorophenolica* and *S. paucimobilis* \[[@B157-molecules-23-01100]\]. The extraordinary versatility of TCHQ dehalogenase can be attributed in part to the active site architecture typical of the GST superfamily, in which most of the residues that contribute to glutathione binding and ionization are provided by the *N*-terminal domain, while most of the residues that contribute to substrate specificity are provided by the *C*-terminal domain \[[@B157-molecules-23-01100],[@B158-molecules-23-01100]\].

Other sources of halogenases have also been described from the bromophenol producing marine sponge *Aplysina aerophoba* \[[@B159-molecules-23-01100]\]. Recent studies on the genomes and genetic information on the diversity of genes encoding for unspecific halogenases as well as metabolic and cometabolic dehalogenases in the soil metagenome have shown large genera of microbial contribution to dehalogenation processes particularly in the *Bradyrhizobium* Sp. \[[@B160-molecules-23-01100]\]. Group of other halogenating enzymes also catalyze halogenation reactions such as the haloperoxidases using hydrogen peroxide and a halogen ion as substrate \[[@B161-molecules-23-01100]\]. Microorganisms inhabiting the terrestrial environments such as fungi have the potential to halogenate organic compounds. This is evidenced in the first discovered heme-chloroperoxidase (CPO) from the terrestrial fungus *Caldariomyces fumago* and other novel fungal families \[[@B162-molecules-23-01100],[@B163-molecules-23-01100]\]. Besides their ubiquitous phenomenon of halogenating volatile organohalogens, the methyltransferase of fungi is said to contain halomethanes \[[@B164-molecules-23-01100]\].

1.3. Structural Studies on Dehalogenases and Reaction Mechanisms {#sec1dot3-molecules-23-01100}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The earliest structural studies of dehalogenases demonstrated that the haloalkane and the haloacid dehalogenases are hydrolytic enzymes with evolutionary relationship to other α/β hydrolase enzymes \[[@B22-molecules-23-01100],[@B23-molecules-23-01100],[@B165-molecules-23-01100]\]. Similarly, crystallographic studies have shown that dehalogenase catalysis mechanistically proceeds in a two-step ester covalent bond formation with an active site nucleophile aspartate and base histidine ([Table 2](#molecules-23-01100-t002){ref-type="table"}) \[[@B19-molecules-23-01100]\]. The two-step route for halide release involves transfer from the halide-binding site in the cavity to a binding site at the protein surface forming a collision complex and conformational changes resulting in a more open configuration of the active site allowing a readily escape of the halide ion ([Table 2](#molecules-23-01100-t002){ref-type="table"}) \[[@B26-molecules-23-01100]\]. These steps have been detailed on three different substrates using a combination of quantum mechanical calculations and molecular dynamics simulations \[[@B166-molecules-23-01100]\].

The active site orientation and protonation states likely to be involved in catalysis can be properly understood from structural and simulation studies on dehalogenases. Structural sequence annotation has also revealed a wide difference in conserved residues similarity between the dehalogenases and dehydrogenase/reductase (SDR) family \[[@B87-molecules-23-01100]\]. Aliphatic dehalogenases formed by the halohydrin dehalogenases has been structurally investigated to be somewhat similar to the members of the short-chain dehydrogenase reductase (SDR) superfamily of proteins in their reaction mechanisms \[[@B167-molecules-23-01100]\]. The complexity and uncertainties in their structure-function relationship are of importance in distinguishing how the arrangements of secondary structural elements do not profit similar functions \[[@B168-molecules-23-01100]\]. Despite these low similarity, the dehalogenases still share some structural and mechanistical relationship to the short-chain dehydrogenases/reductases in their conserved catalytic triad Ser, Tyr and Lys/Arg residues \[[@B167-molecules-23-01100]\]. The structural details obtained in the absence of the active site Tyrosine (Tyr) suggests that the short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase (SDR) family could also be involved in other functions besides enzymic reactions \[[@B169-molecules-23-01100]\].

Most haloacid dehalogenases share a structurally distinct α/β hydrolase fold from that of other hydrolase family enzymes. The helical domains observed by x-ray structures of the mesophilic L-2-haloacid dehalogenases ([l]{.smallcaps}-DEX YL) from *Pseudomonas* Sp. YL and DhlB from *Xanthobacter autotrophicus* GJ10 provide a tight homodimeric interface which limits substrate specificity. Because of this these dehalogenases have a much more enclosed active site and have been shown to only accept small substrates up to the size of chloropropionic acid \[[@B23-molecules-23-01100],[@B53-molecules-23-01100],[@B97-molecules-23-01100]\]. While dimerization may facilitate structural stability in these enzymes, the disulphide bond is said to facilitate the structural stabilization of the monomeric form in haloacid dehalogenase PH0459 from *Pyrococcus horikoshii* OT3 \[[@B52-molecules-23-01100]\]. The [l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid dehalogenase from the thermophilic archaeon *Sulfolobus tokodaii* adopts an oligomeric state by structure resolution and lacks cysteine residues, hence incapable of using this mechanism of stabilization \[[@B107-molecules-23-01100]\]. In the structural studies of the haloalcohol dehalogenase HheC from *Agrobacterium radiobacter* AD1, the reactions catalyzed when complexed with a bound haloalcohol substrate mimic, reveals formation of an intramolecular nucleophile that substitutes the vicinal halogen when the haloalcohol hydroxyl is deprotonated by a substitutive process with a halide-binding site at the location of the NAD(P)H binding site \[[@B10-molecules-23-01100],[@B170-molecules-23-01100],[@B171-molecules-23-01100],[@B172-molecules-23-01100]\]. In the structural determination of [l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid dehalogenase from *Xanthobacter autotrophicus* GJ10 complexed with [l]{.smallcaps}-2-mono-chloropropionate and monochloroacetate, the nucleophilic Asp^8^ interaction with surrounding charged and polar amino acids constitutes the formation of a covalent enzyme-ester intermediate which is subsequently hydrolyzed by water \[[@B173-molecules-23-01100]\]. Similarly, the residues spanning the active centre accounts for the limited substrates specificity and stereospecificity \[[@B23-molecules-23-01100],[@B97-molecules-23-01100]\]. These residues are proposed to be ultimately involved in the binding of the substrate carboxyl moiety as well as the formation of a halide-binding cradle based on the active centre position of the substrate formate ion \[[@B53-molecules-23-01100]\].

The 4-chlorobenzoyl-coenzyme A dehalogenase has a specialized mode of catalysis in which an active site carboxylate side chain is employed in the displacement of the chloride ion resulting in the formation of an arylated enzyme intermediate \[[@B85-molecules-23-01100]\]. The polarization of the thioester carbonyl activates the benzoyl ring C(4) toward nucleophilic attack by Asp^145^ and stabilizes the resulting Meisenheimer intermediate \[[@B84-molecules-23-01100],[@B166-molecules-23-01100],[@B174-molecules-23-01100]\]. X-ray structural studies on the metal-dependent halogenase enzymes chlorohydrolase AtzA and TrzN showed they exist in their hexameric and dimeric form, respectively, and the active-site metal Fe^2+^ atom though being the physiologically relevant cation in AtzA is bound but not tightly coordinated in the active site and yet less tightly coordinated than Zn^2+^ cations in TrzN. The observed mutations conferred on the enzyme by natural selection (Ala170Thr, Met256Ile, Pro258Thr and Tyr261Ser) located in the interface is responsible for coordinating the hexameric form of the enzyme \[[@B175-molecules-23-01100]\]. Furthermore, accessibility of substrate-binding pocket and catalytic centre is through a hydrophobic channel, and the orientation of the binding pocket in the AtzA will most likely not permit nucleophilic substitution by an activated water, whereas, Thr^325^ is uniquely positioned instead of a conserved aspartate that ligates the Zn^2+^ cations in TrzN \[[@B176-molecules-23-01100]\]. The enzymes also have contrasting metal-dependent reactions mechanisms with other known dehalogenases wherein they use an active-site carboxylic acid (Asp) to displace the halide ion \[[@B19-molecules-23-01100],[@B175-molecules-23-01100]\].

Although the *Xanthobacter* and *Rhodococcus* haloalkane dehalogenases share 30% amino acid sequence identity, the structural resolution has shown significant structural homology in the α/β-hydrolase core, with the difference in their catalytic triad positioning, and the substrate and product-binding site \[[@B65-molecules-23-01100]\]. In the conformational analysis of haloalkane dehalogenase LinB from *Sphingomonas paucimobilis* UT26, the charge state and double-protonation of the catalytic base (histidine), could be a determinant in the geometry distortion of the catalytic nucleophile (aspartate) \[[@B12-molecules-23-01100]\]. The structural complexes of LinB with 1,2-propanediol/1-bromopropane-2-ol and 2-bromo-2-propene-1-ol, debromination of 1,2-dibromopropane and 2,3-dibromopropene, respectively, conformed to the observed general trend that the sp^3^-hybridized carbon is the predominant electrophilic site for the S~N~2 bimolecular nucleophilic substitution in dehalogenation reaction \[[@B177-molecules-23-01100]\]. The S~N~2 imposes a collinear alignment of the nucleophile and electrophile to any displaced halide further impacting the stabilization role of the dehalogenase catalytic triad \[[@B72-molecules-23-01100]\]. With majority of its disordered residues found on the surface, the core domain of LinB appears to be very stable with little anisotropy in residue motions, and flexible regions marked with higher B factors leading to the active site, allow entry of large substrates into the active site with isotropic B-factors of buried atoms ranging from 2.5 Å to 8.1 Å. These residues also show stabilization of the halide is weaker in LinB compared with DhlA, and the affinity of LinB for halide is also not high \[[@B12-molecules-23-01100]\]. The major determinant of the substrate specificity of this haloalkane dehalogenase based on the structural features involves arrangement and composition of the *R*-helices in the cap domain in adaptation toward xenobiotic substrates \[[@B61-molecules-23-01100]\].

The mechanism in carbon-halogen bond cleavage is mediated by a hydrated catalytic activation of the active site residues. Although structurally, the catalytically active residues differ among the fluoroacetate dehalogenase and other dehalogenases ([Table 2](#molecules-23-01100-t002){ref-type="table"}), halide pocket requirement is crucial for the supply of hydrogen bonds and the active site dynamics of the enzyme. Structural studies of the fluoroacetate dehalogenase FAcD has revealed how the hydrogen bonds of the halide pocket stabilize the fluoride ion, which is also tailored for selectivity towards enzymatic defluorination of fluorinated substrates \[[@B72-molecules-23-01100]\]. The mechanism for these hydration has been described in the structural elucidation of how the altered active site environment of trans-3-chloroacrylic acid dehalogenase (CaaD) from *Pseudomonas pavonaceae*-170, facilitates the hydration of the α,β-unsaturated bonds of *trans*-3-chloroacrylate and 3-bromopropiolate \[[@B102-molecules-23-01100]\] This reaction involves the hydrolytic cleavage of the carbon-halogen bond to the corresponding product, whereas for other unsaturated organohalogen compounds a co-factor dependent reduction of the carbon-carbon double bond is required \[[@B139-molecules-23-01100]\]. In the native *cis*-CaaD and inactivated *cis*-CaaD structural elucidation, comparison of the two structures highlights their different substrate specificities in which substrate binding is supported by an additional carboxylate residue (His^28^) in *cis*-CaaD and with covalent modification of the Pro^1^ nitrogen atom in the inactivated *cis*-CaaD. The orientation of the substrate towards the active site of these two structures distinguishes their structural basis for substrate specificity and inactivation by (*R*)-oxirane-2-carboxylate \[[@B178-molecules-23-01100]\].

Structure resolution of dehalogenase carried in complex with corresponding chain length substrates has enabled a better understanding of the reaction mechanisms for most dehalogenases. The [d]{.smallcaps},[l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid dehalogenase and [d]{.smallcaps},[l]{.smallcaps}-DEX convert both enantiomers of organohalogenated substrate. However, the chlorine isotope effects of this enzyme have been described structurally to precede the dehalogenation step \[[@B179-molecules-23-01100]\]. This is more so, that most dehalogenases share different active site residue positions. In a structural resolution of a [d]{.smallcaps},[l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid dehalogenase complexed with the substrate-analogue, catalytically relevant residues appear shielded away from the substrate hence explaining its limited substrate specificity \[[@B53-molecules-23-01100]\]. When substrates are complexed with enzymes, the overall polypeptide fold of the enzyme is structurally maintained such that orientation of catalytically important residues around the alkyl groups of substrate moieties serves to enhance stabilization through hydrophobic interactions, and determines the stereospecificity of the enzyme. Importantly, the trapped water molecule in the vicinities of the carboxyl carbon of the active site pocket residues may hydrolyze the ester intermediate and its substrate \[[@B104-molecules-23-01100]\]. This phenomenon has been described in the structural studies of DelVa dehalogenase from *Burkholderia cepacia* MBA4 where the positional orientation of the water molecule influenced ester hydrolysis \[[@B54-molecules-23-01100]\].

Structural details of the group II haloacid dehalogenase have been well described, however not until recently only the functionally important residues of a representative group I αHA dehalogenase have been identified in [d]{.smallcaps},[l]{.smallcaps}-DEX 113 \[[@B51-molecules-23-01100]\]. The DehI processes both [l]{.smallcaps}- and [d]{.smallcaps}-substrates and three possible sites for halide binding have been predicted within the DehI active site. Although there are no structural homologues of the DehI in the structural databases, the first reported structure of a group I αHA dehalogenase have revealed an electrostatic surface around the binding cavity that is highly basic, relative to an exclusively acidic molecular surface \[[@B54-molecules-23-01100]\]. This property attracts negatively charged halo-acids to the entrance of the active site. It was experimentally proposed that the DehI α-HA dehalogenase enzymes do not utilize a reaction mechanism analogous to that of the group II αHA dehalogenases or the haloalkane dehalogenase \[[@B177-molecules-23-01100]\]. Preliminary X-ray crystallographic analysis of DehI, a group I α-haloacid dehalogenase from *Pseudomonas putida* strain PP3 \[[@B99-molecules-23-01100]\] proposes an alternative mechanism in which the activation of a water molecule for nucleophilic attack of the substrate chiral center resulting in an inversion of configuration of either [l]{.smallcaps}- or [d]{.smallcaps}-substrates contrasts with Group II enzymes \[[@B51-molecules-23-01100],[@B99-molecules-23-01100]\]. The nucleophilic attack of the substrate occurs via an activated adjacent water molecule which is activated by either Asp^189^ or Asn^114^ with the formation of an S~N~2 transition-state intermediate followed by the release of the halide and the formation of the hydroxylated product inverted about the alpha carbon (Cα). Reports have described the [l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid dehalogenase from the thermophilic archaeon *Sulfolobus tokodaii* homodimer with each monomer being composed of a core-domain of a β-sheet bundle surrounded by α-helices and an α-helical subdomain. The salt bridge between Asp^7^ and Lys^128^ increases the nucleophilicity of the catalytic aspartate \[[@B107-molecules-23-01100]\]. Similarly, in the structural studies of a group I putative [l]{.smallcaps}-haloacid dehalogenase gene (DehRhb) from a marine *Rhodobacteraceae* family complexed with the MCAA and MCPA intermediate complexes, confirms the catalytic water molecule is positioned for potential deprotonation by His^183^ and appears to be activated by a His/Glu dyad, which is not present in other [l]{.smallcaps}-HADs \[[@B108-molecules-23-01100]\].

Structural studies on *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* haloacid dehalogenase reveals an interesting insight into the molecular basis of their substrate specificity as it contrasts with other organisms. The biochemical promiscuity of the phosphatases haloacid dehalogenase with their structural flexibility and catalytic efficiency indicates the evolution of substrate specificity does not necessarily follow sequence divergence. Although the variation of enzyme substrate preferences within several families of HADs from yeast can convergently evolve to catalyze the dehalogenation of the same substrate \[[@B59-molecules-23-01100]\].

Structural features that specifically confer defluorinating activity on fluoroacetate dehalogenase (FAcD) to break the carbon-fluorine bond differs entirely from other haloalkane dehalogenase despite their shared parallel mechanisms of dehalogenating ejection of halide anion by a nucleophilic attack of the substrate. The molecular basis of the biocatalytic defluorination requires the close and most precise placement of the binding residues to effectively stabilize the small fluoride ion \[[@B72-molecules-23-01100]\].

1.4. Protein Engineering in Dehalogenases {#sec1dot4-molecules-23-01100}
-----------------------------------------

The application of protein engineering tools in mutagenesis studies and sequence analysis indicates that several dehalogenases are homologous to enzymes that carry out transformations on halogenated and non-halogenated substrates. More so, construction of heterologous expression systems, modification of reaction mechanisms, and the purification to homogeneity to the structural resolution of the dehalogenase enzymes are the hallmark of the significant progress made in engineering metabolically active organohalogenated remediating enzymes \[[@B49-molecules-23-01100],[@B55-molecules-23-01100],[@B57-molecules-23-01100],[@B84-molecules-23-01100],[@B85-molecules-23-01100],[@B115-molecules-23-01100],[@B180-molecules-23-01100],[@B181-molecules-23-01100],[@B182-molecules-23-01100],[@B183-molecules-23-01100]\].

The evolution of dehalogenase activities by the modification of existing hydrolase activities or decryptification of silent hydrolase genes in consort with acquisitive evolution can give rise to specific enzymic activities in response to environmental conditions. Thus, insights into the entire catalytic cycle of dehalogenases are necessary for the rational enzyme engineering \[[@B184-molecules-23-01100]\]. To date, two steps of the catalytic cycle are described in some dehalogenases such as the HLDs. More so, mutational substitutions of catalytically active residues have shown that increase in enzyme rate can be facilitated by decreasing the number of interactions between the main and cap domains \[[@B185-molecules-23-01100]\]. Extensive site-directed mutagenesis has been directed at elucidating the role of catalytic amino acid residues in dehalogenases catalytic mechanism \[[@B106-molecules-23-01100],[@B186-molecules-23-01100]\]. Histidine and arginine amino acid residues mutational analysis are identified to play a part in the catalytic mechanism of dehalogenase as described in *Pseudomonas cepacia* MBA4 and hydrolysis of the alkyl-enzyme intermediate of *Xanthobacter autotrophicus* GJ10 (Dhla) \[[@B55-molecules-23-01100],[@B183-molecules-23-01100]\]. Comparison analysis by Chan et al. \[[@B72-molecules-23-01100]\] of the active site dehalogenase suggests that motional freedom of histidine residue is insufficient sometimes to yield additional space in the halide pocket during halide selectivity. Directed evolution of the structural dehalogenase gene HDL IVa has shown apparent implication of these residues in the activity of the 2-haloacid halohydrolase IVa dehalogenase from *Pseudomonas cepacia* MBA4 \[[@B187-molecules-23-01100]\]. Rational design and the substitution of the Asp^260^ to asparagine in a haloalkane dehalogenase gene (DhlA) resulted in reduced activity towards all brominated substrates tested. Although mutation of Asn^148^ (analogous to the catalytic aspartate), with aspartic or glutamic acid restored activity with reduction of the rate of carbon-bromine bond cleavage and the rate of hydrolysis of the alkyl-enzyme intermediate \[[@B86-molecules-23-01100]\].

Improvement in expression and solubility of haloalkane dehalogenase has been achieved through the rational design engineering and molecular evolution of a HaloTag7 (a catalytically inactive derivative of DhaA) to rapidly form a covalent attachment to synthetic chloroalkane ligands when fused to a protein partner \[[@B188-molecules-23-01100]\]. Active site residues provide inactivation protection to some dehalogenase enzymes; however, the substitution of these conserved residues could significantly affect enzyme activity. The nonproductive binding of some small halocarbons such as 1,2-DCE in some DhlA due to the inability to displace water and halide molecules from the active site could be targeted by Site-directed mutagenesis and directed evolution experiments to the cap domain as the target region for engineering \[[@B189-molecules-23-01100]\]. Detailed exploration of the enzyme substrate and enzyme-product complexes revealed the possible importance of the active site waters and halide ions for binding of small ligands in the active site.

The lower activity of some dehalogenase towards larger halogenated compounds is likely caused by the increased energy barrier required to overcome the steric hindrance, however, quantum studies have shown evidence of the electrostatic influence of two active-site waters on the rate-limiting barrier of 4-chlorobenzoyl-CoA dehalogenase \[[@B190-molecules-23-01100]\]. Depending on the structure dynamics of the fluoroacetate dehalogenase, site-directed mutagenesis has shown how the supply of hydrogen bond to the halide ion by the catalytically active residues is important in the reduction of the activation energy for the cleavage of the carbon-fluorine bond \[[@B191-molecules-23-01100]\]. The surface hydrophobicity is important towards the thermostability of dehalogenases, and by in silico design strategy and directed multiple mutations of these hydrophobic surface residues, thermostability can be enhanced \[[@B192-molecules-23-01100]\]. Site-directed mutagenesis has shown conserved Aspartate residues not required for tight substrate/product binding in 4-chlorobenzoyl-coenzyme A (4-CBA-CoA) dehalogenase to be essential for the enzyme activity. In events of chemical modification, the active site tryptophan residues play a major role in preventing loss of activity. The AtzA genes obtained from *Aminobacter aminovorans* isolates displayed an evolutionary accumulated variety of mutations acquired by natural selection which conferred changes in substrate specificity for halide ion \[[@B193-molecules-23-01100]\]. Both homology modeling and site-directed mutagenesis of two residues within the binding pocket geometry with consequent alterations at residue positions Ile^253^ and Gly^255^ improved the rigidity of the substrate binding pocket in fine-tuning the enzyme specificity \[[@B175-molecules-23-01100],[@B194-molecules-23-01100]\]. Combinatorial randomization within the binding pocket geometry has also improved the catalytic efficiency 20-fold greater than the wild-type AtzA \[[@B195-molecules-23-01100]\]. Single substitution at Val^12^ and Leu^395^, respectively and random mutations (Met^315^, His^399^, Asn^429^, and Val^466^) via directed evolution have been demonstrated to improve *Aminobacter aminovorans* AtzA dehalogenase variants catalytic efficiency \[[@B196-molecules-23-01100]\]. Mutational analysis of active site mutant of atrazine chlorohydrolase (TrzN) describes the mechanistic role of threonine in the catalytic efficiency of the enzyme to be reminiscent of carbonic anhydrase, in which the threonine positions water molecule for reaction with carbon dioxide \[[@B197-molecules-23-01100]\].

Genetic programming of dehalogenase-producing bacteria can endow such engineered strains with expanded biochemical activity towards biodegradation of halogenated compounds as described in a *Pseudomonas putida* biofilm production under the tight control of a cyclohexanone-responsive expression system \[[@B128-molecules-23-01100]\]. Li et al. \[[@B198-molecules-23-01100]\] turned a whale myoglobin into a functional nitric oxide reductase by modifying the pocket in the enzyme with several point mutations to allow binding of iron ion. Most haloacid dehalogenases share about 25 strictly catalytically important conserved charged and/or polar amino acid residues, and mutational reports on the indispensability of these residues to both activity and protein integrity have been demonstrated in varying ways \[[@B56-molecules-23-01100],[@B186-molecules-23-01100]\]. In a way that suggests the indispensability of these residues in catalysis and protein integrity, the dehalogenting activity can be enhanced or inhibited as a consequence of such mutational changes \[[@B56-molecules-23-01100],[@B57-molecules-23-01100]\]. Histidine has been revealed by site-directed mutagenesis to be inessential for catalysis in the haloacid dehalogenase hence hydrolysis of an ester intermediate is dependent on a different set of catalytic residues \[[@B23-molecules-23-01100],[@B106-molecules-23-01100]\].

Analysis by chemical modification, site-directed mutagenesis as well as substrate modification has revealed a different substrate recognition mechanisms of Group I αHA dehalogenases which dehalogenates [d]{.smallcaps},[l]{.smallcaps}-haloacids without formation of an ester intermediate state. Mechanistically, hydrolytic water performs a direct nucleophilic attack on the substrate, whereby solvent water molecule activated by a catalytic base directly attacks the α-carbon of the substrate to release a halide ion \[[@B50-molecules-23-01100],[@B99-molecules-23-01100]\]. This phenomenon was first demonstrated in enzymatic hydrolytic dehalogenation experiment of [d]{.smallcaps},[l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid dehalogenase from *Pseudomonas* Sp. 113 \[[@B51-molecules-23-01100]\]. Enzyme isomerization step at prevailing higher halide concentrations induces conformational changes in the cap domain that is necessary to the solvation of the halide ion by the water molecule \[[@B199-molecules-23-01100]\]. Mutational studies on ester intermediates of mesophilic haloacids [l]{.smallcaps}-DEX-YL and DhlB dehalogenase have previously identified Ser^118^ as the binding residue for the carboxylic acid group. In DhlB and the *S. tokodaii* dehalogenase, Ser^114^ and Ser^95^ perform the job, respectively \[[@B22-molecules-23-01100],[@B107-molecules-23-01100]\]. The substrate binding residues of non-stereospecific α-haloalkanoic acid dehalogenase can be fine-tuned towards halogenation of haloacids. The specificity of this enzyme design, particularly at the S188V residue position, has facilitated the interconversion of β-halogenated compounds such as a 3-chloropropionic acid (3CP) of an α-haloalkanoic acid dehalogenase E (DehE) from *Rhizobium* Sp. RC1 \[[@B200-molecules-23-01100]\]. The single active site cavity of this enzyme permits the binding of 3CP, as well as the α-chlorinated acid compounds D-2CP and [l]{.smallcaps}-2CP, at residues Trp^34^, Phe^37^, and Ser^188^ computationally \[[@B201-molecules-23-01100]\]. Site-specific mutagenesis of functionally important active site residues indicates that the dehalogenting mechanisms of the *Rhizobium* Sp. dehalogenase DehE are non-stereospecific \[[@B202-molecules-23-01100]\].

The dynamics of the substrate export routes are constrained in the upper tunnel of most dehalogenases by the side-chain of Cys^176^ which significantly influences the size and shape of their entrance tunnels. Directed evolutionary design demonstrated the global effect this residue position can have on the active-site structure in a Cys-176Tyr-DhaA mutant \[[@B203-molecules-23-01100]\]. Furthermore, this mutation allows a more productive binding of 1,2,3-trichloropropane (TCP) within the active site, which when further fine-tuned by Tyr273Phe in a random mutagenesis and genetic engineering of a chloropropanol-utilizing bacterium, can create a possible modification of protein access and export routes for enhanced catalytic activity towards halogenated substrates \[[@B204-molecules-23-01100]\]. The access tunnels play an important role in substrate specificity, catalytic activity and enantioselectivity. For example, site-directed mutagenesis of specific entrance tunnel residues identified by structural and phylogenetic analyses has generally increase catalytic activity and substrate specificities of mutant enzymes \[[@B71-molecules-23-01100]\]. Narrowing the access tunnel of dehalogenase by rational design and directed evolution of residues in access tunnels in the buried active site not only results in a preference for small substrates but also successfully enhanced degradation of TCP by decreasing accessibility of the active site for water molecules, thereby promoting activated complex formation. The mutations also improved carbon-halogen bond cleavage and shifted the rate-limiting step \[[@B205-molecules-23-01100]\]. Stability to organic cosolvents by dehalogenases could be achieved through modification of access tunnel rigidity as reported in a haloalkane dehalogenase DhaA from *Rhodococcus rhodochrous* NCIMB 13064 \[[@B14-molecules-23-01100]\]. In enzyme-solvent interactions of dehalogenases, solvent molecules may not act as competitive inhibitors, but Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations with other validation have been used to show how cosolvent molecules can be trafficked into the enzymes' access tunnels and active sites, which enlarges their volumes with no change in overall protein structure \[[@B206-molecules-23-01100],[@B207-molecules-23-01100]\].

Evolutionary processes targeting predefined sequence space in the generation of deletions and repeats are most successful for haloalkane dehalogenases considering their substrate specificity. Truncation by random combinatorial fusion in some dehalogenase is of substantial importance in their substrate adaptation, the stability of the transition state and cap domain restructuring \[[@B64-molecules-23-01100],[@B182-molecules-23-01100]\]. Expanding substrate adaptation can profit from site-directed mutagenesis \[[@B100-molecules-23-01100]\], and more so, the flexible residues of the cap and main domain can be the target of enhancing the catalytic properties of dehalogenases. Molecular simulations have shown how flexible regions of the cap domain engineered with connecting disulphide bridges can confer substantial thermal and desaturating stability \[[@B64-molecules-23-01100]\].

1.5. Screening and Prospecting of Dehalogenase in Microbes {#sec1dot5-molecules-23-01100}
----------------------------------------------------------

Continued efforts towards the discovery, isolation and characterization of new dehalogenating microbial species can be seen as an important way of mobilizing adaptation in microorganisms in the biodegradation of xenobiotics. Efforts in facilitating the prospecting and the discovery of novel dehalogenases with potential for broader applicability has paid off with more challenges encountered as the recalcitrance of these dehalogenated compounds persist. Several approaches including sequence- and activity-based screening are a reliable determinant in accelerating the discovery of novel dehalogenases with improved or modified activities \[[@B82-molecules-23-01100]\]. A bacterial enzyme that presumably evolves from a halogenated polluted environment can be well suited for transforming other halogenated contaminated environments \[[@B134-molecules-23-01100],[@B208-molecules-23-01100]\]. Therefore, experimental enrichment of growth conditions with the carbon and nitrogen requirements for the screening of dehalogenase producing microbes can be implemented. Anaerobic microbial enrichment culture can be used where reductive dehalogenation of trifluoroacetic acid and a net loss of hydrogen measurement from anoxic growth media dosed with various halogenated compounds can be of profit in the prospect of *Dehalococcoides* spp \[[@B42-molecules-23-01100],[@B209-molecules-23-01100],[@B210-molecules-23-01100]\].

Other dehalogenase-producing strains like the native bacterium strain MFA1, which belongs to the Synergistetes phylum of the Australian bovine rumen have been isolated using anaerobic agar plates with amino acids metabolized in the presence of fluoroacetate as a carbon source \[[@B80-molecules-23-01100],[@B211-molecules-23-01100]\]. Few soil microorganisms that can utilize short-chain haloalkanoic acids such as chloroacetate and 2-chloropropionate as their sole carbon source have evolved over time \[[@B92-molecules-23-01100]\]. But these Substrates can incorporate radioactivity into the enzyme when used in enrichment culture media for screening certain fluoroacetate dehalogenase bacteria species \[[@B81-molecules-23-01100],[@B148-molecules-23-01100]\]. Although fluoroacetate as the sole carbon source can mediate production of fluoroacetate dehalogenase (FAc-DEX FA1) \[[@B74-molecules-23-01100]\], the presence of ammonia in the substrate mixtures will modify the active-site carboxylate groups to inactivate the enzyme \[[@B118-molecules-23-01100]\]. Utilizing fluoroacetate as terminal electron acceptor rather than a carbon source makes enrichment culture media suitable for growth screening via the reductive dehalogenation pathway \[[@B211-molecules-23-01100]\].

The *Rhizobium* spp. are known to utilize a wide range of carbon sources for growth. Elective culture media of chlorinated aliphatic acids have been used in the isolation of *Rhizobium* Sp. producing dehalogenase \[[@B119-molecules-23-01100],[@B212-molecules-23-01100]\]. The ability of *Rhizobium* Sp. RC1 to utilize a variety of non-halogenated carbon sources have been examined to show that isolation and maintenance of this bacterium can best be achieved with growth on pyruvate, lactate, acetate, mannitol, glycerol, glucose, ribose, sucrose and serine. Additionally, *Rhizobium* Sp. RC1 uses as sole sources of carbon and energy in minimal media 2,2-dichloropropionate, [d]{.smallcaps},[l]{.smallcaps}-2-chloropropionate to support growth. In a way that is consistent with the nutrient requirement for their growth, *Pseudomonas putida* stains and *Alcaligenes xylosoxidans* can grow on enriched media by continuous-flow enrichment culture with 22DCPA as the sole carbon and energy source \[[@B213-molecules-23-01100],[@B214-molecules-23-01100]\]. To avoid thermal dechlorination, the *Pseudomonas putida* strains can be maintained on mineral salts medium supplemented with sodium succinate and with either 2MCPA or 22DCPA as the sole carbon and energy source \[[@B213-molecules-23-01100],[@B215-molecules-23-01100]\].

Minimal salts both in solid and liquid enrichment media have been useful in isolating dehalogenase-producing *Anthrobacter* spp. strains. The α/β-halocarboxylic acids \[2,2-dichloro-propionic acid (2,2-DCP), [d]{.smallcaps},[l]{.smallcaps}-2-chloropropionic acid ([d]{.smallcaps},[l]{.smallcaps}-2-CP), [d]{.smallcaps}-2-chloropropionic acid ([d]{.smallcaps}-2-CP), [l]{.smallcaps}-2-chloropropionic acid ([l]{.smallcaps}-2-CP), 3-chloropropionic acid (3CP), monochloroacetate (MCA), dichloroacetate (DCA), and trichloroacetate (TCA)\] as well as other basal salts can be utilized in the growth of such microbes \[[@B116-molecules-23-01100]\]. Enrichment medium supplemented with 2-chloropropionic acid have been adapted in the combined qualitative pH indicator and quantitative HPLC method in the isolation of *Paracoccus* Sp. DEH99 2-haloacid dehalogenase-producing bacteria \[[@B216-molecules-23-01100]\].

Bacteria affiliated to the Gram-positive and Gram-negative genera can be isolated through strategies involving direct plating or liquid batch cultures in aerobic or anaerobic conditions. Minimally defined aerobic basal (mDAB) media supplemented with vitamins and anaerobic media under O~2~ free N~2~. Dalapon (2,2-dichloropropionic acid) and 2MCPA (2-chloropropionic acid) have been used in the isolation of novel bacteria of the *Proteobacteria* and the Gram-Positive *Bacillus* and *Enterococcus* genera able to degrade α-halocarboxylic acids \[[@B217-molecules-23-01100]\].

Vinyl chloride dechlorinating enrichment culture and sediment-free culture derived from tetrachloroethene PCE-to-ethene-dechlorinating microcosms when enriched with acetate as the electron donor can be used in the sequential transfers of cultures from PCE-to-ethene-dechlorinating microcosms, in a defined bicarbonate-buffered mineral salts medium. This, when reduced by amended lactate, pyruvate and vinyl chloride can yield an ethene-producing enrichment culture suitable for the identification of *Dehalococcoides* spp \[[@B218-molecules-23-01100]\]. The entire process of preparing the enrichment media dilutes any methanogenic archaea that may affect the enrichment processes. Circumstantial evidence indicates that type of enrichment culture desirable for obtaining *Dehalococcoides* spp. is important. Care must be taken in habitat prospecting especially many chloroethene-contaminated sites should be sort. Because VC is not used as metabolic electron acceptor but rather growth supporting electron acceptor, and co-metabolic VC reduction requires the presence of higher chlorinated ethenes which is significant in the physiological characteristics of *D. ethenogenes*-type populations \[[@B219-molecules-23-01100]\].

Inducible dehalogenation process can be influenced sometimes only in a coculture environment. The dehalogenating process often requires the presence of both dehalogenating and non-dehalogenating microorganisms. During the reductive dechlorination of hexachlorocyclohexanes (HCHs) contaminated soil, the anaerobic metabolic dechlorination by a *Dehalobacter* Sp. was inducible in the presence of a non-dehalogenating *Sedimentibacter* Sp. \[[@B220-molecules-23-01100]\]. Coenzymes are important in catalyzing the removal of a halogen atom from the unsaturated aliphatic organohalogen compound by the addition of a water molecule to the substrate. New forms of dehalogenases require the reduced form of flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) for a spontaneous hydration of unsaturated organohalides into their corresponding products \[[@B138-molecules-23-01100]\]. Whereas, the NADPH is required as a co-substrate for the asymmetric reduction of 2-chloroacrylic acid to yield (*S*)-2-chloropropionic acid \[[@B139-molecules-23-01100]\]. Defined synthetic mineral medium without any complex additions and with pyruvate as the carbon and energy source has been utilized in a bacterial mixed culture that dehalogenates trichlorobenzenes \[[@B221-molecules-23-01100]\].

1.6. Metal Co-Factor-Dependent Dehalogenases {#sec1dot6-molecules-23-01100}
--------------------------------------------

Several dehalogenases have been described on the basis of their natural hydrolytic halogenating property \[[@B10-molecules-23-01100],[@B11-molecules-23-01100]\]. However, enzymes incorporated with cofactor metal sites have been elaborated to enhance the functionality, better performance, and/or novel functions of designed enzymes as mimics for metalloenzymes \[[@B222-molecules-23-01100]\]. Metalloenzymes are found in all enzymes families, however simple classification of metal-containing subgroups is based upon the bioinorganic motifs \[[@B223-molecules-23-01100]\]. Proteins evolved together with the metal ion abundantly present in Nature, and the metal ion provides diversity for the function and structure of protein \[[@B224-molecules-23-01100],[@B225-molecules-23-01100]\]. The role of metal ion in protein is mostly divided into structural or enzymatic \[[@B226-molecules-23-01100],[@B227-molecules-23-01100],[@B228-molecules-23-01100]\]. Zinc fingers are one of the popular representatives on how the metal can provide stability and affect the folding of the protein, though folding of the small protein into various ways with different metal binding residues using the same zinc ion depends on the peptide sequences \[[@B229-molecules-23-01100]\]. In addition to maintaining the protein fold, the metal also controls overall structural stability which is affected by pH, temperature and other physical conditions \[[@B230-molecules-23-01100]\].

Native metallo-dehalogenases are rarely found although several dehalogenases are metal-dependent and it is difficult to identify adaptations to an enzyme that enhance its ability to dehalogenate a xenobiotic substrate. Therefore, since protein metal-binding sites are responsible for catalyzing some of the most difficult and yet important functions \[[@B10-molecules-23-01100]\], this knowledge is utilized in designing metallo-dehalogenase with reproducible structural and functional features as native metalloproteins. The catalytic activity of some dehalogenase is metal ion-dependent as established in the chlorothalonil hydrolytic dehalogenase (Chd) \[[@B149-molecules-23-01100]\]. Chlorohydrolases that act on haloaliphatic and halobenzene substrates differ mechanistically from other well studied halohydrolases which require water as a cosubstrate to catalyze an overall hydrolytic displacement reaction \[[@B10-molecules-23-01100]\]. The metallo-dehalogenase enzyme; atrazine chlorohydrolase (AtzA, AtzB, AtzC & TrzN) from *Pseudomonas* Sp. ADP is known to have substoichiometric quantities of transition metals and divalent transition-metal ion dependent. These structurally defined metallo dehalogenases; atrazine chlorohydrolases AtzA and TrzN, catalyzes hydrolytic dechlorination reaction via a hydrolytic mechanism dependent on divalent metal ion (Fe^2+^ and Zn^2+^), respectively \[[@B197-molecules-23-01100],[@B231-molecules-23-01100]\]. The TrzN chlorohydrolase plays an alternate AtzA role in other Gram-positive bacteria *Arthrobacter* and *Nocardioides* \[[@B176-molecules-23-01100]\]. Similarly, the binding domain residues orientation does not permit nucleophilic substitution by an activated water molecule in AtzA, while the histidine in TrzN, establishes a hydrogen bond to the water molecule coordinated with the zinc ion \[[@B175-molecules-23-01100]\]. With less native metal-dehalogenase, artificial metallo-dehalogenases can be designed based on the active-site metal centre optimization to yield promiscuous catalytic activities which could expand the catalytic repertoire of the dehalogenases with higher stability, greater efficiency, or even unprecedented non-natural functions.

Recent successful design of artificial metalloenzymes using the computational approach as the first step has enabled the prediction of designed protein with established functionality in practical attempts of enzyme characterization \[[@B198-molecules-23-01100],[@B232-molecules-23-01100]\]. A wide range of metal ions have demonstrated their utility in enhancing dehalogenase transformation of halogenated compounds, and knowledge of the critical factors that govern catalytic efficiency and other properties allows researchers to begin incorporating metal cofactors to pursue better performance or novel functions. Engineered chlorothalonil hydrolytic dehalogenase (Chd) having a binuclear Zn^2+^-Zn^2+^ centre when substituted with other divalent cations, such as cobalt and cadmium, and manganese and calcium showed higher catalytic efficiencies of chlorothalonil dehalogenation \[[@B149-molecules-23-01100]\]. Thus, by grafting in a metal binding site into the active site of dehalogenases, and designing robust metal coordination in these enzymes accelerated scope of their functionality can be optimized.

Quite a few members of the dehalogenase family of enzymes lack metal binding domains as demonstrated in the structures of 4-chlorobenzoyl CoA dehalogenase, and [l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid dehalogenase \[[@B22-molecules-23-01100],[@B112-molecules-23-01100]\]. The TCE-RDase is a peripheral membrane-bound protein of the cytoplasmic membrane in the dehalorespiratory electron transport chain of *D. ethenogenes*. It has been characterized to contain cobalamin and iron-Sulphur clusters just as the halocarbon RDases class of enzymes \[[@B122-molecules-23-01100]\]. The redox cofactors harboured by these microbes and others found in the sequence of other periplasmic or cytoplasmic membrane proteins act as a common export pathway \[[@B233-molecules-23-01100]\].

1.7. Creating an Artificial Metal Binding Site {#sec1dot7-molecules-23-01100}
----------------------------------------------

Creating artificial metalloproteins poses a lot of challenges as a single mutation on protein will cause the protein to be destabilized. In this era of highly advanced computational technology, scientists are now working on protein engineering using computational tools to first study the variability. Parmar et al. \[[@B234-molecules-23-01100]\], have concluded that the design of artificial metalloproteins can be divided into three types, creating new artificial metal binding site into existing protein with known 3D structures, de novo design of new artificial metalloproteins harnessing the power of symmetry and designing a new metal binding site into flexible regions of proteins. Computational programs have been designed to search for the suitable potential metal binding site by putting the score for the suitable adjacent residues in the structure that can be mutated to form metal binding residues. Although the search algorithm may be different DEZYMER developed by Hellinga and Richards \[[@B235-molecules-23-01100]\], METAL-SEARCH by Clarke and Yuan \[[@B236-molecules-23-01100]\] and ROSETTA by Baker and Tezcan lab are suitable programs to select suitable residues to build an artificial metal binding site. Both DEZYMER and METAL-SEARCH do not alter the protein backbone but only mutate the side chain of an amino acid residue in a specific region search through metal binding geometry analysis. Symmetry de novo design of metalloproteins allows better allocation of metal to the design multimers of peptides. Based on the available symmetrical protein templates, the specific residue can be modified to metal binding residues once the in silico mutation prove the geometry is suitable for metal binding. In contrast to the computational design, design of an artificial metal binding site into flexible regions of proteins prove to be rather challenging as most artificial metalloproteins pick template containing potential metal binding residues located at the rigid backbone which mostly in secondary structure or located at fixed turn between secondary structure \[[@B234-molecules-23-01100]\].

1.8. Potential Applications of Dehalogenases {#sec1dot8-molecules-23-01100}
--------------------------------------------

Dehalogenases can be applied to different fields and their applications are still expanding. They have potential applications in bioremediation \[[@B237-molecules-23-01100]\], biosensing \[[@B5-molecules-23-01100]\], designing antidotes for warfare agents \[[@B238-molecules-23-01100],[@B239-molecules-23-01100]\], synthesis of optically pure compounds \[[@B240-molecules-23-01100],[@B241-molecules-23-01100]\], cellular imaging, and protein analysis \[[@B188-molecules-23-01100],[@B242-molecules-23-01100]\]. The properties have been harnessed in the fields of industry, pharmaceutical, environment and green chemistry and are also described here;

### 1.8.1. Application in the Construction of Expression Cassettes {#sec1dot8dot1-molecules-23-01100}

The halide resistance genes can be used as selection markers for direct selection of constructs or transformants. Auxotrophic and phototrophic markers have been used in *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* genetics, but there are several auxotrophic markers that cannot be introduced easily because of their recessive nature and the polyploidy of many of these strains. Under the control of ADH1, CYC1 and GPD1 promoters, expression system constructs of the *S. cerevisiae* SFA1 and *Moraxella* Sp. dehH1 gene, encoding haloacetate dehydrogenase and formaldehyde dehydrogenase, respectively \[[@B79-molecules-23-01100],[@B243-molecules-23-01100]\] can be used for direct selection of yeast strains based on resistance against either formaldehyde or fluoroacetate \[[@B147-molecules-23-01100]\]. Dehalogenase genes from *Rhodococcus* spp. have been used as selection markers in *Escherichia coli* systems in the growth study and degradation of 3-chloropopionic acid \[[@B244-molecules-23-01100]\].

### 1.8.2. Application in the Production of Useful Compounds {#sec1dot8dot2-molecules-23-01100}

The reaction mechanisms catalyzed by [l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid dehalogenase ([l]{.smallcaps}-DEX) and fluoroacetate dehalogenase does not involve a direct nucleophilic attack of the substrate by the solvent water molecule to displace the halogen atom \[[@B49-molecules-23-01100],[@B81-molecules-23-01100]\], which is a setback in the production of some compounds. However, the nucleophilic attack of substrates by [d]{.smallcaps},[l]{.smallcaps}-DEX 312 and other related dehalogenases is consequentially important in the production of industrially useful compounds other than 2-hydroxyalkanoic acids by employing a nucleophile other than a water molecule in the reaction process \[[@B142-molecules-23-01100]\]. The 2-haloacrylate reductase dehalogenase can be useful in the production of chiral compounds in herbicides by the reduction of a carbon-carbon double bond of unsaturated organohalogen compounds such as 2-chloropropionate in the synthesis of aryloxyphenoxypropionic acid herbicides, which are some of the most abundantly used herbicides in the world \[[@B139-molecules-23-01100]\]. The production of amino acids from 2-haloalkanoic acids with [d]{.smallcaps},[l]{.smallcaps}-DEX 312 dehalogenase has also been attempted \[[@B142-molecules-23-01100]\]. The 2-haloacid dehalogenases are useful for the production of optically active hydroxy acids, which are used for the synthesis of various pharmaceuticals and agrochemicals \[[@B49-molecules-23-01100]\]. Similarly, stereoselectivity of 2-haloacid dehalogenases can be used to selectively dehalogenate one of the isomers of 2-CPA from its racemic mixture to generate a chiral reagent useful in the synthesis of herbicides and pharmaceuticals \[[@B245-molecules-23-01100]\].

### 1.8.3. Applications in Bioremediation {#sec1dot8dot3-molecules-23-01100}

Assessing and monitoring chloroethene-contaminated sites can rely on nucleic acid-based approaches targeting *Dehalococcoides* by 16S rRNA \[[@B219-molecules-23-01100]\]. Dehalogenating routes vary with different dehalogenases, the reductase halogenase in different microorganisms reductively dechlorinates by mainly attacking the *meta-* and/or *para*-chlorines of PCB mixtures, especially in chloroethene-contaminated sites \[[@B246-molecules-23-01100]\]. Bacterial mixed cultures of microbial consortium from the family microbial consortium phylogenetically affiliated with a sublineage within the *Desulfovibrionaceae* and the gamma subclass of *Proteobacteria* had been developed and used to reductively dechlorinate trichlorobenzenes \[[@B221-molecules-23-01100]\]. The enrichment cultures of the *Dehalococcoides* and other microbial cultures of *Desulfitobacterium* spp. and *Sulfurospirillum multivorans* have been used in the depletion monitoring of heavy isotopes in halogenated products as determined by the extent and mechanisms of carbon isotope fractionation during reductive dehalogenation \[[@B84-molecules-23-01100],[@B85-molecules-23-01100]\]. Association of dehalogenases in a preindustrial gene pool among these microbes provides an evolutionary precursor genetic adaptation to catalyze dehalogenation of naturally occurring halogenated compounds. The role and physiological diversity in degradation of chlorinated organic contaminants and the traits of this interesting group of microorganisms have been given a detailed review \[[@B150-molecules-23-01100]\].

In the LinB-enzyme catalyzed transformation of hexachlorocyclohexane (HCH)-contaminated environments, a similar degradation pathway has been demonstrated to be evolved by the *Sphingobium indicum* B90A LinB dehalogenase in the biotransformation of stereoisomeric mixtures of HBCDs. Although the enzymatic transformations are typical of a mixed order, the rate order kinetics can be affected by the substrate and binding variability \[[@B13-molecules-23-01100]\]. Consequently, various hydroxylated metabolites or intermediates formed from either initial steps or hydrolytic dehalogentaion of HCHs could pose serious and unknown environmental risks \[[@B135-molecules-23-01100]\].

The haloalkane dehalogenases have been exploited for microbiological detection and removal of the halogenated by-products in chemical synthesis and halocarbon pollutants in the environment \[[@B184-molecules-23-01100]\]. Mena-Benitez \[[@B247-molecules-23-01100]\], engineered a tobacco plant by introducing *DhlA* (haloalkane dehalogenase) and *DhlB* (haloacid dehalogenase) to degrade 1,2-dichloroethane\[[@B14-molecules-23-01100]\]. In combination with the endogenous alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) and aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH), a new metabolic pathway was created that can convert 1,2-dichloroethane directly into glycolate.

### 1.8.4. Applications in Drinking Water Treatment {#sec1dot8dot4-molecules-23-01100}

In spite of their importance to public health and their prominence in drinking water, most halogenated compounds can be biodegraded by dehalogenase producing organisms, playing beneficial roles in suppressing the concentrations of organohalides in drinking water treatment and in drinking water distribution systems. In fact, haloalcohol depletion in some drinking water distribution systems has been observed and attributed to dehalogenase biodegradation \[[@B248-molecules-23-01100],[@B249-molecules-23-01100]\]. Studies have suggested that *Afipia* spp. have a beneficial role in suppressing the concentrations of haloacetic acids in tap water \[[@B250-molecules-23-01100]\]. Large-scale of groundwater purification to remove 1,2-dichloroethane using *Xanthobacter autotrophicus* GJ 10 through treatment plants has been carried out and good results obtained \[[@B237-molecules-23-01100]\].

### 1.8.5. Applications in Detoxification {#sec1dot8dot5-molecules-23-01100}

Ingestion of fluoroacetate-producing plants is believed to be toxic to grazing herbivores. Ingestion by livestock of such plants often results in fatal poisonings, which causes significant economic problems to commercial farmers in many countries. Production of a strong inhibitor (2*R*,3*R*)-erythro-2-fluorocitrate, of aconitase of the citric acid cycle during citrate synthase conversion of fluoroacetate is partly responsible for this toxicity \[[@B251-molecules-23-01100]\]. Genetically modified fluoroacetate dehalogenase-producing bacteria capable of degrading fluoroacetate have been developed to protect ruminants from fluoroacetate toxicity. The fluoroacetate dehalogenase enzymes identified in some of these bacteria appear to degrade fluoroacetate, where an ester is produced as an intermediate which is hydrolyzed by a water molecule to form glycolate \[[@B80-molecules-23-01100]\].

### 1.8.6. Applications in Decontamination {#sec1dot8dot6-molecules-23-01100}

Dehalogenases such as the haloalkane dehalogenases (HLDs) also play a role in decontamination of warfare agent such as sulphur mustard. With suitable HLDs, sulfur mustard can directly enter the active site and be converted to non-toxic thiodiglycol sulfoxide. Without HLDs, sulfonium ion is formed during spontaneous hydrolysis of sulfur mustard, this ion can cause massive cellular damage \[[@B239-molecules-23-01100]\]. A specially engineered HLDs that is used to degrade sulfur mustard, called Yperzyme, has been developed and launched by Enantis, a biotechnology company based in the Czech Republic. This enzyme can be used to clean up large stockpiles of old stocks of sulphur mustard \[[@B238-molecules-23-01100]\].

### 1.8.7. Applications in Biosensing {#sec1dot8dot7-molecules-23-01100}

The need for devices capable of measuring water contaminant concentrations in situ has led to the use of haloalkane dehalogenases in biosensor development. With the ability of HLDs to catalyze the conversion of different types of halogenated compounds into alcohol, halide ions and proton; the concentration of halide ions or protons then can be measured by ion selective transducer/pH meter. Whole cell biosensor can be developed with the dehalogenase as a biocomponent of fibre optic biosensor as demonstrated in DhlA of whole cells of *Xanthobacter autotrophicus* GJ10, and in fluorescence pH biosensor \[[@B5-molecules-23-01100],[@B14-molecules-23-01100],[@B185-molecules-23-01100]\]. These are being created over time and improved from time to time to increase the sensitivity, reduce reaction times and improve the selectivity for halogenated compounds. The traditional way of sampling water using chromatography is time consuming and expensive, so the development of biosensors to detect the presence of a halogenated compound in situ surely will allow drinking water to be sampled and its quality to be under control. The dehalogenases have also been used in the development of covalent tethering of organic probes for cell imaging and protein analysis based on the ability to specifically label proteins with a wide range of optical properties and functionalities thus obtaining valuable reporting on a protein expressed in live cells \[[@B188-molecules-23-01100],[@B242-molecules-23-01100]\].

1.9. Other Persistent Organic Pollutant (POPS) of PCDD/Fs {#sec1dot9-molecules-23-01100}
---------------------------------------------------------

Emissions from combustion or various industrial processes result in the accumulation of sediments which constitute an important reservoir of polychlorinated dibenzo-*p*-dioxins and dibenzofurans (PCDD/Fs). Enriching for microbial reductive dechlorination of these polychlorinated pollutants by a biological process that may transform PCDD/Fs and potentially decrease their toxicity through the removal of lateral chlorines is important for assessing the potential for remediation of these contaminated sediments \[[@B252-molecules-23-01100],[@B253-molecules-23-01100],[@B254-molecules-23-01100],[@B255-molecules-23-01100]\]. More so, their limited bioavailability in the environment and their overall chemical stability makes dechlorination of PCDD/Fs often too slow to significantly impact ambient concentrations of PCBs in the sediments column \[[@B256-molecules-23-01100]\]. Under anaerobic conditions, the use of alternate halogenated co-substrates enhances the dechlorinating potential of indigenous microorganisms \[[@B257-molecules-23-01100],[@B258-molecules-23-01100]\]. In the dechlorination of PCDD/Fs, the most prominent *Dehalococcoides ethenogenes* strains contain multiple genes predicted to encode for enzymes mediating reductive dehalogenation. They employ different dechlorination routes because of differences in their diverse metabolic activities in response to specific environmental contaminants or enrichment by co-substrates to dechlorinate CDD/Fs \[[@B259-molecules-23-01100],[@B260-molecules-23-01100],[@B261-molecules-23-01100],[@B262-molecules-23-01100]\].

Despite the abundance of these dechlorinating bacteria, examining the congener profiles of historical PCDD/Fs by indigenous microbial dechlorination suggest the potential for anaerobic microbial dechlorination of weathered PCDD/Fs could still be unsubstantial, suggesting that the recalcitrance of aged PCDD/Fs in sediments could persist due to the limited bioavailability of PCDD/Fs because of these compounds being tightly sorbed in the sediments \[[@B263-molecules-23-01100]\].

Anaerobic bacteria use one of a few pathways for the transformation and removal of the most abundant PCDD/F congener in the environment without destroying the PCB backbone. In this case, PCB mass is decreased producing lightly chlorinated congeners typically lower in toxicity and more amenable to aerobic degradation and volatilization \[[@B268-molecules-23-01100]\]. Concerns have been raised on the sources of most recalcitrant PCDD/Fs, particularly in the food industry, with implications of artificial high-intensity sweeteners in the release of PCDD/Fs under certain conditions as an instance of a health threat. Sucralose, a widely-used artificial sweetener in various food and beverages decomposes at higher temperature thereby participating in chlorination reactions with the release of highly toxic compounds. Under certain thermoanalytical techniques, sucralose is stable, however, thermal degradation of sucralose or foodstuffs in the presence of sucralose at high temperatures can result in the generation of toxic PCDD/Fs \[[@B269-molecules-23-01100]\]. The implication of cooking utensils and rusts (metal oxides) on the formation of PCDD/Fs under these conditions have been demonstrated \[[@B270-molecules-23-01100]\]. PCDD/Fs have been classified to belong to the group of the strongest poisons among the known chemical compounds and relevant limitations in their production, application, thermal combustion as well as strict requirements for the use of compounds with PCCD/Fs emission potential have been ratified by the Stockholm Convention (2001). Consequently, emission sources of the most important and known polychlorinated dibenzo-*p*-dioxins (PCDDs) and polychlorinated dibenzofurans (PCDFs), known methods of reduction of emission to the atmosphere, the mechanism of dioxin formation in thermal processes and minimizing their formation removal from the stream of waste gases have been reviewed \[[@B271-molecules-23-01100]\]. Higher dichlorination of PCDD/Fs can also be achieved in ambient temperature conditions, in the presence of metals, solvents and under ionic potential when microbes are limited \[[@B266-molecules-23-01100],[@B272-molecules-23-01100]\]. A wide range of compounds are capable of PCDD/Fs formation which could be a *de novo* synthesis in the macromolecular carbon structures from various carbon species with various activated carbon such as, bituminous coal, charcoal, and fly ash. Precursors of small organic molecules such as aliphatic compounds, monocyclic aromatic compounds without functional groups, monocyclic aromatic compounds with functional groups, chlorinated aromatic compounds, and anthraquinone derivatives are also used. Consequently, the mechanism follows the formation of a halide complex; ligand transfer of the halide to a carbon atom contained in a macromolecular structure, and breakdown of the macromolecule into small compounds \[[@B273-molecules-23-01100]\]. In the non-microbial controlled pyrolysis of biomass, the isomer distributions of PCDD/Fs are more selective compared to those reported from wood burning and waste incineration. At relatively low temperature a preferred formation pathway of PCDFs involving (chloro)phenol precursors is favoured with sequential chlorination \[[@B274-molecules-23-01100]\].

2. Conclusions {#sec2-molecules-23-01100}
==============

Organohalides are highly toxic to living beings due to their carcinogenic, mutagenic and cytotoxic properties. Several bacteria that use halogenated compounds as their sole carbon and energy sources have been isolated and characterized. The discovery, isolation and characterization of new dehalogenating microbial species can be seen as an important way of mobilizing adaptation in microorganisms in the biodegradation of organohalide pollutants. Efforts in facilitating the prospecting and the discovery of novel dehalogenases with potential for broader applicability has paid off with several approaches including protein engineering in accelerating the discovery of novel dehalogenases with improved or modified activities. Since more challenges are encountered as the recalcitrance of these dehalogenated compounds persist, directed evolutionary mutagenesis of the dehalogenase enzymes could liberate the enzymes from their evolutionary native state to a much more efficient catalyst. The evolutionary trapped metal ion abundantly present in nature provide diversity for the function and structure of native dehalogenase proteins. This natural hydrolytic halogenating property of dehalogenases can be utilized in designing metallo-dehalogenase with reproducible structural and functional features as native metalloproteins based on the metal ion dependence of their catalytic activity. Therefore, in the perspective of effectiveness of vast majority of the organohalide utilizing microbes with conferred adaptation to severe metabolic stress arising from the toxicity of organohalide compounds, construction of heterologous expression system, modification of reaction mechanisms, and the purification to homogeneity to structural resolution of the dehalogenase enzymes can be the hallmark of the significant progress in engineering metabolically active organohalogenated remediating dehalogenases.
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![Simplified scheme of catalytic mechanism for aliphatic organochlorine compounds (**A**) haloalkane dehalogenase (HLD) and (**B**) HAD-type haloacid dehalogenase (DhlB) \[[@B11-molecules-23-01100]\].](molecules-23-01100-g001){#molecules-23-01100-f001}

![Topology diagram of haloalkane dehalogenase. This is an α/β-hydrolase fold structure. The residues labelled are involved in catalysis. Note that all of the catalytic residues are located at the linker \[[@B21-molecules-23-01100]\].](molecules-23-01100-g002){#molecules-23-01100-f002}

![The dehalogenation by a fluoroacetate dehalogenase from *Delftia acidovorans* \[[@B80-molecules-23-01100]\].](molecules-23-01100-g003){#molecules-23-01100-f003}

![Steps of 4-chlorobenzoyl-CoA dehalogenase catalysis. The catalytic residues functioning in the enzyme-substrate (**A**), the Meisenheimer intermediate (**B**) are shown.](molecules-23-01100-g004){#molecules-23-01100-f004}
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Some microorganisms with their dehalogenation properties.

  Organism                                                                      Dehalogenase Designate                                                                                                         Habitats                            Substrate of Halogenation                                                                                                                                                                                                    Corresponding Product                                                                                                  Property of Reaction Mechanism          References
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  *Moraxella* Sp. strain B                                                      haloacetate dehalogenase H-1 and H-2                                                                                           soil                                [l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid                                                                                                                                                                                                   [d]{.smallcaps}-2-hydroxy acids                                                                                        stereospecific                          \[[@B95-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Pseudomonas* Sp. YL, *Pseudomonas putida* No. l09, *Pseudomonas* Sp. CBS3    [l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid dehalogenase, 2-haloacid dehalogenase                                                               soil                                [l]{.smallcaps}-2- chloropropionate, 2-monochloropropionate                                                                                                                                                                  lactate, glyoxylate, and pyruvate                                                                                      stereospecific                          \[[@B49-molecules-23-01100],[@B57-molecules-23-01100],[@B96-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Pseudomonas cepacia* MBA4                                                    [l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloalkanoic acid dehalogenase IVa                                                                           soil                                monobromoacetic acid                                                                                                                                                                                                         N.S                                                                                                                    stereospecific                          \[[@B47-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Xanthobacter autotrophicus* GJ10                                             haloacid dehalogenase (*dhlB*)                                                                                                 soil                                2-halogenated carboxylic acids                                                                                                                                                                                               [d]{.smallcaps}-Lactate                                                                                                stereospecific                          \[[@B53-molecules-23-01100],[@B97-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Pseudomonas. putida* AJ1 (*hadL*)                                            [l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloakanoic acid halidohydrolase                                                                             soil                                2-monochloropropionic acid                                                                                                                                                                                                   lactate with the release of chloride                                                                                   stereospecific                          \[[@B98-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Pseudomonas* Sp. 113                                                         [d]{.smallcaps},[l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid dehalogenase                                                                                                            [d]{.smallcaps}- and [l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloalkanoic acids, producing                                                                                                                                                         [l]{.smallcaps}- and [d]{.smallcaps}-2-hydroxyalkanoic acids                                                           non-stereospecific                      \[[@B51-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Pseudomonas putida* strain PP3                                               α-haloacid dehalogenase DehI and DehII                                                                                         soil                                [d]{.smallcaps}- and [l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloalkanoic acids                                                                                                                                                                    [l]{.smallcaps}- and [d]{.smallcaps}-2-hydroxyalkanoic                                                                 stereospecific                          \[[@B99-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Microbacterium* Sp. strain, ITRC1                                            hydrolytic dehalogenase (linB) and dehydrogenase (linC)                                                                        soil                                γ-pentachlorocyclohexen and a 2,5-dichloro-2,5-cyclohexadiene-1,4-diol                                                                                                                                                       2,5-dichlorophenol (2,5-DCP)                                                                                           non-stereospecific                      \[[@B100-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Agrobacterium tumefaciens* RS5                                               hydrolytic haloalkanoic acid dehalogenase (DhlS5II) and cryptic [l]{.smallcaps}-isomer-specific dehalogenase (DhlS5I)          soil                                2,2-dichloropropionate (DCPA), chloroacetic acid (MCA), dichloroacetic acid (DCA), and 2-chloropropionic acid (CPA)                                                                                                          N.S                                                                                                                    non-stereospecific and stereospecific   \[[@B101-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Burkholderia cepacia* MBA4                                                   dehalogenase IVa (*hdlIVa*)                                                                                                    soil                                [l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid                                                                                                                                                                                                   [d]{.smallcaps}-2-hydroxyacids                                                                                         stereospecific                          \[[@B47-molecules-23-01100],[@B56-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Pseudomonas pavonaceae*                                                      *cis*- and *trans*-3-chloroacrylic acid dehalogenase (CaaD and cis-CaaD)                                                       soil                                *cis*- and *trans*-3-chloroacrylate                                                                                                                                                                                          malonate semialdehyde                                                                                                  specific hydrolysis                     \[[@B102-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Burkholderia* Sp. WS                                                         (*S*)-2-haloacid dehalogenase, 2-haloacrylate r                                                                                soil                                (*S*)-2-haloalkanoic acids, 2-chloroacrylate                                                                                                                                                                                 (*S*)-2-chloropropionate, (*R*)-lactate, (*S*)-2-chloropropionic                                                       NADPH-dependent reduction               \[[@B103-molecules-23-01100],[@B104-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Pseudomonas* Sp. Strain CBS3                                                 4-chlorobenzoate dehalogenase                                                                                                  soil                                4-chlorobenzoate                                                                                                                                                                                                             4-hydroxybenzoate                                                                                                      non-stereospecific                      \[[@B105-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Pseudomonas* Sp. strain YL                                                   2-haloacrylate hydratase [l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid dehalogenase ([l]{.smallcaps}-DEX) ([d]{.smallcaps},[l]{.smallcaps}-DEX)   soil                                [l]{.smallcaps}-2-chloropropionate --chloroacrylate (2-CAA) of [l]{.smallcaps} and [d]{.smallcaps} isomers of 2-CPA of [l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloalkanoic acid, monochloroacetate and monoiodoacetate, as 2-bromohexadecanoate   2-chloro-2-hydroxypropionate, [d]{.smallcaps}- and [l]{.smallcaps}-lactates, [d]{.smallcaps}-2-hydroxyalkanoic acids   Stereo and non-stereospecific           \[[@B106-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Methylobacterium* Sp. CPA1 ([d]{.smallcaps}[l]{.smallcaps}-DEX Mb)           [d]{.smallcaps},[l]{.smallcaps}-2-Haloacid dehalogenase                                                                        soil                                [d]{.smallcaps}- and [l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloalkanoic acids, [d]{.smallcaps}- and L-2-chloropropionates                                                                                                                        [l]{.smallcaps}- and [d]{.smallcaps}-2-hydroxyalkanoic acids                                                           non-stereospecific                      \[[@B50-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Sulfolobus tokodaii*                                                         [l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid dehalogenase                                                                                        soil                                chloropropionic acid                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                stereospecific                          \[[@B107-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Marine Rhodobacteraceae*                                                     [l]{.smallcaps}-haloacid dehalogenase                                                                                          soil                                monobromoacetic acid (100%) followed by monochloroacetic acid (MCAA) (71%), *S*-bromopropionic acid (71%), *S*-chloropropionic acid (MCPA) (10%) and dichloroacetic acid                                                     N.S                                                                                                                    stereospecific                          \[[@B108-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Burkholderia* Sp. FA1                                                        fluroacetate dehalogenase                                                                                                      soil                                fluoroacetate to glycolate                                                                                                                                                                                                   glycolate                                                                                                              non-stereospecific                      \[[@B74-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Rhodopseudomonas palustris* CGA009                                           reductive dehalogenase                                                                                                         soil                                3-chlorobenzoate                                                                                                                                                                                                             3-chlorobenzoyl coenzyme A (3-chlorobenzoyl--CoA) to benzoyl-CoA and further to                                        non-stereospecific                      \[[@B109-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Rhodococcus* Sp. m15-3 (DhaA) and *Xanthobacter autotrophicus* GJ10 (DhlA)   haloalkane dehalogenase                                                                                                        soil                                1,2-dichloroethane andtrihalopropanes to 2,3-dihalogenated propanols                                                                                                                                                         2-chloroethanol, chloroacetaldehyde, chloroacetate, and glycolate                                                      non-stereospecific                      \[[@B110-molecules-23-01100],[@B111-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Alcanivorax dieselolei* B-5                                                  haloalkane Dehalogenase (DadB)                                                                                                 arctic Ocean                        haloalkanes                                                                                                                                                                                                                  alkanols                                                                                                               non-stereospecific                      \[[@B112-molecules-23-01100],[@B113-molecules-23-01100],[@B114-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Pseudomonas* Sp. strain 113                                                  [d]{.smallcaps},[l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid Dehalogenase,                                                                       soil                                [d]{.smallcaps} - and [l]{.smallcaps}-2-chloropropionates, trichloroacetate                                                                                                                                                  [l]{.smallcaps}- and [d]{.smallcaps}-lactates, oxalate                                                                 non-stereospecific dehalogenation       \[[@B59-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Arthrobacter* Sp. strain TM-1                                                4-chlorobenzoyl-coenzyme A dehalogenase                                                                                        soil                                4-chlorobenzoyl coenzyme A (4-CBA-CoA), 4-chlorobenzoyl-CoA                                                                                                                                                                  4-hydroxybenzoyl coenzyme A (4-HBA-CoA), 4-hydroxybenzoyl-CoA                                                          hydrolytic substitution                 \[[@B115-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Paracoccus* Sp. DEH99                                                        2-haloacid dehalogenase                                                                                                        Marine sponge *H. perlevis*         2-CPA, 2-bromopropionic acid (2-BPA), and iodoacetic acid                                                                                                                                                                    chiral reagents                                                                                                        stereospecific dehalogenation           \[[@B116-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Alcaligenes xylosoxidans* Sp. *denitrificans* ABIV                           [d]{.smallcaps},[l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloalkanoic acid halidohydrolase (DhlIV)                                                    Soil                                mono- and dichloroacetic acid and mono- and dichloropropionic acid                                                                                                                                                           glycolate and pyruvate                                                                                                 specific hydrolysis                     \[[@B117-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Rhizobium* Sp.                                                               haloalkanoate dehalogenases (DehL, (DehD, (DehE)))                                                                             soil                                2,2-dichloropropionic acid, 2-chloropropionic acid, monochloroacetic acid, dichloroacetic acid, 2-chlorobutyric acid and 2,3-dichloropropionic acid                                                                          [d]{.smallcaps}(−) and [l]{.smallcaps}(+) lactate, pyruvate                                                            stereo/non-stereospecific               \[[@B118-molecules-23-01100],[@B119-molecules-23-01100],[@B120-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Methylobacterium* Sp. HJ1                                                    2-haloalkanoic acid hydrolytic dehalogenase (DehE)                                                                             soil                                2,2-dichloropropionic acid and [d]{.smallcaps},[l]{.smallcaps}-2-chloro-propionic acid                                                                                                                                       to produce pyruvate and lactate                                                                                        non-stereospecific                      \[[@B121-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Arthrobacter* Sp. strain S1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  *Dehalococcoides ethenogenes*                                                 TCE reductive dehalogenase (TCE-RDase)                                                                                                                             tetrachloroethene or trichloroethene (TCE)                                                                                                                                                                                   ethene                                                                                                                 non-stereospecific                      \[[@B122-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Dehalococcoides* Sp. Strain BAV1                                             reductive dehalogenase (RDase)                                                                                                 aquifer                             chloroethene                                                                                                                                                                                                                 ethene                                                                                                                 non-stereospecific                      \[[@B33-molecules-23-01100],[@B34-molecules-23-01100],[@B123-molecules-23-01100],[@B124-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Sphingomonas chlorophenolica*                                                tetrachlorohydroquinone dehalogenase                                                                                           soil                                pentacholophenol                                                                                                                                                                                                             tetrachlorohydroquinone (TCHQ), trichlorohydroquinone, and 2,6-dichlorohydroquinone                                    non-stereospecific                      \[[@B125-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Shewanella sediminis*                                                        reductive tetrachloroethene dehalogenase                                                                                       soil                                tetrachloroethene (PCE)                                                                                                                                                                                                      trichloroethene (TCE)                                                                                                  non-stereospecific                      \[[@B126-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Psychrobacter cryohalolentis* K5                                             haloalkane dehalogenase (DpcA)                                                                                                 Saline-water (Siberian permafrost   1b and other halogenated subtrates                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  non-stereospecific                      \[[@B117-molecules-23-01100],[@B120-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Sphingomonas paucimobilis UT26*                                              haloalkane dehalogenase LinB                                                                                                   soil                                1,3,4,6-tetrachloro-1,4-cyclo- hexadiene to 2,5-dichloro-2,5-cyclohexadiene-1,4-diol via 2,4,5-trichloro-2,5-cyclohexane-1-ol during γ-HCH dechlorination                                                                    chlorophenols                                                                                                          non-stereospecific                      \[[@B66-molecules-23-01100],[@B121-molecules-23-01100],[@B124-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Agrobacterium radiobacter* strain AD1                                        haloalcohol dehalogenase (HheC)                                                                                                soil                                1,3-dichloro-2-propanol                                                                                                                                                                                                      eposide (chloride, halide and proton)                                                                                  non-specific                            \[[@B127-molecules-23-01100]\]

N.S---Not specified.

molecules-23-01100-t002_Table 2

###### 

Some structurally resolved dehalogenases with their catalytic properties.

  Organisms                            Dehalogenase Complex                                                                                                                                                                                  Gene                        PDB Entry                                        Catalytically Active Residue          Halide-Stabilizing Residues                                               Refinement Resolution (Å)                         Family        Reference
  ------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- ------------- --------------------------------
  *Pseudomonas* Sp. YL                 [l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid dehalogenase                                                                                                                                                               [l]{.smallcaps} *-DEX YL*   1JUD                                             Asp-10, Asn-177 and Lys-151           Tyr-12, Asn-119, Lys-151, Asn-177 and Trp-179                             2.5                                               homodimeric   \[[@B23-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Pseudomonas* Sp. ADP                atrazine chlorohydrolase                                                                                                                                                                              *AtzA*                      4v1x, 4v1y                                       Asp-327, Glu-246, His-243             N.S                                                                       2.2, 2.8                                          hexameric     \[[@B175-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Xanthobacter autotrophicus*         haloalkane dehalogenase                                                                                                                                                                               *dhlA*                      2DHC                                             Asp-124, His-289, Asp-260             Trp-125, Trp-175                                                          1.9                                               α/β fold      \[[@B19-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Rhodococcus* Sp.                    haloalkane dehalogenase                                                                                                                                                                               *dhaA*                      1BN6                                             Asp-117, His-283, Glu-141             Asn-52, Trp-118                                                           1.5                                               monomer       \[[@B65-molecules-23-01100]\]
  Mycobacterium *tuberculosis* H37Rv   haloalkane dehalogenase                                                                                                                                                                               *Rv2579*                    2QVB                                             Asp-109, His-273, Glu-133             Asn-39, Trp-110                                                           1.19                                              monomer       \[[@B117-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Bradyrhizobium japonicum*           haloalkane dehalogenase                                                                                                                                                                               *dhaA*                      3A2M                                             Asp-103, His-280, Glu-127             Asn-38, Trp-104                                                           1.84                                              homodimer     \[[@B120-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Marine microbial consortium*        haloalkane dehalogenase                                                                                                                                                                               *dmmA*                      3U1T                                             Asp-144, His-315, Glu-168             Asn-78, Trp-145                                                           2.2                                               monomer       \[[@B21-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Sphingobium* Sp. MI1205             haloalkane dehalogenase                                                                                                                                                                               *linB*                      4H77                                             Asp-108, His-272, Glu-132             Asn-38, Trp-109                                                           1.6                                               monomer       \[[@B121-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Agrobacterium tumefaciens* C58      haloalkane dehalogenase                                                                                                                                                                               *datA*                      3WI7                                             Asp-108, His-274, Glu-132             Asn-43, Tyr-109                                                           1.7                                               monomer       \[[@B124-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Bradyrhizobium elkani* USDA94       haloalkane dehalogenase                                                                                                                                                                               *dbeA*                      4K2A                                             Asp-103, His-271, Glu-127             Asn-38, Trp-104                                                           2.2                                               homodimer     \[[@B125-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Bradyhizobium japonicum* USDA110    haloalkane dehalogenase                                                                                                                                                                               *dbjA*                      3A2N                                             Asp-103, His-280, Glu-127             Asn-38, Trp-104                                                           1.89                                              homodimer     \[[@B120-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Plesiocystis pacifica* SIR-1                                                                                                                                                                                                              *dppA*                      2XT0                                             Asp-123, His-178, Asp-249             Trp-124, Trp-163                                                                                                                          \[[@B264-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Strongylocentrotus purpuratus*                                                                                                                                                                                                            *dspA*                      NA                                               Asp-120, His-285, Glu-144             Asn-53, Trp-121                                                           N.S                                               N.S           \[[@B265-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Alcanivorax dieselolei* B-5                                                                                                                                                                                                               *dadB*                      NA                                               Asp-108, His-271, Glu-132             Asn-37, Trp-109                                                           N.S                                               N.S           \[[@B112-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Pseudomonas* Sp. YL                 [l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid dehalogenase complexed with monochloroacetate, [l]{.smallcaps}-2-chlorobutyrate, [l]{.smallcaps}-2-chloro-3-methylbutyrate, or [l]{.smallcaps}-2-chloro-4-methylvalerate   [l]{.smallcaps} *-DEX*      1ZRN, 1ZRM                                       Asp-10                                Arg-41                                                                    1.83, 2.0, 2.2, 2.2,                              homodimer     \[[@B104-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Burkholderia cepacia*               haloacid dehalogenase, [l]{.smallcaps}-2-monochloropropanoate intermediate                                                                                                                            *DehIVa*                    2NO4, 2NO5                                       Asp11 (Asp108), Ser119 and Asp181     Arg42 (Arg41, 39), Asn120 (Asn119, 115), Trp180 (Trp 179, Phe175)         1.93, 2.7                                         homodimer     \[[@B54-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Rhodopseudomonas palustris*         fluoroacetate dehalogenases                                                                                                                                                                           *RPA1163*                   3R3U, 3R3V, 3R3W, 3R3X, 3R3Y, 3R3Z, 3R40, 3R41   Asp110, His280, Asp134                His155, Trp156 and Tyr219                                                 1.6, 1.5, 1.6, 1.8, 1.15, 1.7, 1.05, 1.05, 1.05   homodimeric   \[[@B266-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Methylobacterium* Sp. CPA1          D,[l]{.smallcaps}-2-haloacid dehalogenase                                                                                                                                                                                         4N2X                                             N.S                                   N.S                                                                       1.7                                               hexamer       \[[@B179-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Pseudomonas putida* strain PP3      group I α-haloacid dehalogenase                                                                                                                                                                       *Dehl*                      3BJX                                             (Thr-62, Glu-66), and Asp189          N.S                                                                       2.3                                               homodimer     \[[@B267-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Sphingomonas paucimobilis* UT26     haloalkane dehalogenase                                                                                                                                                                               *LinB*                      1MJ5                                             Asp-108, His-272, and Glu-132         Asn-38 and Trp-109                                                        0.95                                              monomer       \[[@B12-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Sphingomonas paucimobilis* UT26     haloalkane dehalogenase and complexes of linb with 1,2-propanediol/[l]{.smallcaps}-bromopropane-2-ol and 2-bromo-2-propene-[l]{.smallcaps}-ol                                                         *LinB*                      1K6E, 1K63                                       Asp-108, Glu-132, and His-272         Primary (Asn-38 and Trp-109), Secondary (Trp-207, Pro-208, and Ile-211)   1.85                                              monomer       \[[@B177-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Sphingomonas paucimobilis* UT26     haloalkane dehalogenase LinB/LinB with 1,3-propanediol                                                                                                                                                *LinB*                      1CV2, 1D07                                       Asp-108, His-272, and Glu-132         Asn-38 and Trp-109                                                        1.58 Å, 2.0 Å                                     monomer       \[[@B66-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Sphingomonas paucimobilis* UT26     1,3,4,6-tetrachloro-1,4-cyclohexadiene hydrolase linB complexed with 1,2-dichloropropane                                                                                                              *LinB*                      1G42                                             Asp-108, Glu-132, and His-272         Asn-38 and Trp-109                                                        1.8                                               monomer       \[[@B189-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Burkholderia* Sp. Strain FA1        fluoroacetate dehalogenase                                                                                                                                                                            *FAcD*                      1Y37                                             Asp-104, His-271, Asp-128             Trp-150 and His-149                                                       1.5                                               homodimer     \[[@B191-molecules-23-01100]\]
  *Pseudomonas* Sp. Strain CBS-3       4-chlorobenzoyl-coenzyme A dehalogenase                                                                                                                                                               *CoA*                       1NZY                                             Asp-145 and His-90, Gly-114/Ala-121   Asp-145                                                                   1.8                                               hexamer       \[[@B166-molecules-23-01100]\]

[^1]: These authors contributed equally to this work.
